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gear's Rock die Block incorporated
| old ideas for Longwood students
Farmville residents alike, but alao
a lew new ones to the table. Hw
booths were available for shops
ivertise their goods and location to
many new ideaswere put
i order to draw more people to
i well as make things easier to
•vigate.
Qopments was a
by Dorril
I). litis allowed
to fcee food with
Alto
provided were
Lancer
I plenty of dudts to «at
improvement ton last
> was only limited seating
I most students to park
i on the curb or sit On BB grassy
around the; parking l o t I | foodf
(led was also i nium larger variety
than in the past, and it was also made
' for stadents to access W ^ multiple
• I instead of orrfy one.
area where the bands |
also larger than last year; allowing
more students a closer range to the
performances, and more people in general
lid gather as the night set in and the
{to heat up. Tht «attic

those seemed to have doubled compared
tokrityMR
lids year, more food booths were set
up and provided free of charge to people,
including funnel cakes, cotton candy and
popcorn. A m o m bounce was set itp and
other such activities. The booths around
the perimeter included Taco H
Moe's,
Bojangles, Caryn's Dress shop, Lancer
Lunatics, Apartment Complexes, US
Cettulafr State Farm, Domino's and The
Sleeping Bee. * s j g j f t g l P i f
Chris Carter; winner of the iPad 3 which
was also included In m prises, was
aatitetic about his win. "I felt Hke I was on
. top Ae fcrotWl.* I
The yearly raffle is another great
attzacttai and this year was no exception.
Era prizes were even better and included
«ft cards to '«Cerent restaurants and
places, a television, ittXbax 360 and two
tiefceteto the Eric Church and Justin Moore
cOncart thiaMt lor students and residents
who showed up on die early tide of the
event lriiiitty of the booths were handing
oufjree things. ySgyp
Overall, this year's Rock the Block was
a great success, doing what it does beet
every year by bringing out students
and résidente and; bringing attention to
restaurants and shops. It was a great event
to combine the life of Longwood with
the town of Farmville and will hopefully
oootinue i f s trend of getting better and
béltÉreadtyeac
MpC

but even
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174 Years Strong
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Bedford Revealed after Years of Construction
BECCA LUNDBEHG

News Editor

Seniors Capped & ready to take on the World at Convocation
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

Dressed in their Sunday best, Longwood seniors
donned their caps and gowns for this year's everanticipated Longwood tradition. Convocation.
On Thursday, Sept. 13 in Jarman Auditorium,
the class of 2013 celebrated their final year as
Lancers, representing themselves and their time
at Longwood with eccentric caps that matched the
high energy and anticipation of the event perfectly.
The procedure of Convocation is fen* each senior
to have an underclassman design and create a cap
for them. The decorations on die caps are meant
torepresentdie seniors' time spent at Longwood,
the organizations they were involved in and the
dungs that best represent them and their interests.
Each senior is only allowed one capper.
Caps worn at Convocation were large, wide,
varied and always constant in the unique wowfactor. Some materials used for caps included
stuffed animals, bells, flags, pinwheels, flowers
and photographs that trailed along and beside the
senior like a hula skirt.
Preceding the capping ceremony, a moment
of silence was held in recognition of Associate
Professor of Communication Studies Dr. Bill
Stuart7 s service to Longwood University and the
students, therein.
Opening the event Interim President Marge
Connelly said, *It is with pleasure that I join you
today to not only acknowledge and formally open
this new academic year; but also to celebrate die
accomplishments erf those of you who are now
seniors."
"I am very proud to be a member of die
Longwood family, and when I stand here and
welcome you and think of all that this ceremony
means, I know that we are a community, that the
lives of die very best higher education, a true
learning community dedicated to the education
of well-rounded, socially responsible citizen
leaders," said Connelly.
Board of Visitors Rector Marianne Radcliff said,
"A degree from Longwood University today is
even more valuable than it was when you started.
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and it will be more valuable yet by die time you
graduate."
Describing die student experience at Longwood,
Radcliff said, "Your education is very personal. Ifs
very individual. You don't get lost in the crowd,
and thaf s very special. The quality of education
is outstanding, and the student body is comprised
of smart energetic, caring, tenacious individuals,
and while you are here, you will - and I know this
from personal experience - make friends that will
last a lifetime."
Radcliffrecommendedwhat seniors should take
from theirfinalyear as students, saying, "Enjoy it
take value from it contribute during it and prepare
for what lies ahead. You each have a tremendous
amount to give from here on out and in the wider
world, which is how we have in die past. From
now until May, I challenge you to expand your
horizons, make die most of every moment and
always be willing to go the extra mile for yourself
and for others."
Convocation speaker Colleen Margiloff is a
Longwood alumna who graduated in 1997 with
a Bachelor's of Science in Elementary Education.
During her time as a Longwood student,
she was president of the College Panhellenic
Council, a sister of Kappa Delta sorority and a
resident assistant for three years, as reported
by the Longwood website. Margiloff currently
contributes to the Longwood campus as President
of the Alumni Association, as of July of this year.
Speaking on die topic "You Have to Believe to
Receive," Margiloff spoke of her personal guiding
principles that have assisted her for the last 15
years.
One of the first guiding principles Margiloff
shared with the senior class was, "When you
graduate, don't think that what you decide that
day is what you decide for therestof your life."
After graduating from Longwood, she said
she was "convinced" she was supposed to teach
elementary school children. Saying to herself,
"This was my bliss. This was what I was meant to
be," it soon turned out that the age group was not
meant for her.
READ MORE ON PG. 2
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Bedford Hall officially reopened on Thursday,
Sept. 13 with a ribbon cutting ceremony. The
building, which now totals 74,862 square feet and
cost about $28.2 million, has undergone addition
and renovation construction since November
2009. The renovation was completed in August.
According to Dr. Wayne McWee, chair of the
Theatre, Art and Graphic Design Department, the
planning process for Bedford's renovation began
about six years ago. The university approved
HGA, an architecture, engineering and planning
firm,forthe project in 2007. Costello Construction
was the building's general contractor.
Theribboncutting ceremony began on the new
grassy quad between Bedford and the Center for
Communication Studies and Theatre with musical
performances from the Longwood University Jazz
Combo.
After a few introductory words from McWee,
a troupe including Dr. Christopher Swanson,

professor of music, performed a rendition of the
song "The Time Warp" from "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show."
Diane Easter, special assistant to the president
and director of events and ceremonies, said McWee
wanted to integrate the musical performers into
the ceremony to promote the quad as a performing
arts quad for a "total art experience."
Easter helped make sure the ceremony helped
meet the creative needs of the department. She
also organized the logistics of die ceremony,
including making sure all needed equipment was
delivered to Bedford and lining up the speakers.
McWee, Interim President Marge Connelly,
Board of Visitors Rector Marianne Radcliff and
senior art major Kathryn Grayson spoke about
the building before the ribbon cutting. McWee,
Radcliff, Connelly, Grayson, Project Manager for
Capital Planning and Construction Bob Chambers
and Dean of the Cook-Cole College of Arts and
Sciences Charles Ross cut the ribbon together.
Grayson facilitated a student-run art gallery in the
empty...
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Longwood University Heating Plant Operations to Expand
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Asst. Opinion Editor

The General Assembly has approved an approximate budget of
$2.8 million that will soon allow the
addition of at least one more boiler
to the Longwood University Heating
Plant.
The heating plant, which currently
features two boilers, has been in operation since 2011. The plant runs on
sawdust from 10 mills contracted by
the university.
According to Jerry Jerome, facilities
planner with the Department of Capital Planning and Construction, die
university began hiring an architect
and engineering firm this month. The
firm will evaluate whether it would
be more beneficial to add one boiler
or two small boilers.
Jerome and Kelly Martin, sustainability coordinator with Real Property Management, introduced the idea
of a third boiler due to extra space
in the new plant, for redundancy
and because of increased demand on
campus once new buildings are constructed.
Martin said the architect and engineering firm is seeking an alternate
fuel feed system for the extra capacity in available space. "Instead of being attached to the two silos, they will
have their own fuel feed system so
that we can test some new renewable
fuel either liquid or solid," she said.
The cost of this new project will
be paid for partially from the General. Assembly's funding and partially
from student room and board fees.

The justification for this is that many
buildings on campus are used solely
by students and most are buildings
highly trafficked by students.
Jerome and Martin said the heating plant burns only sawdust. This
fuel is collected by two truck drivers
that Martin says are "constantly on
the road, picking up trailers of saw
dust from various sawmills within 50
miles' radius of campus ... stockpiling their sawdust at our fuel depot or
dropping it off for use at the heating
plant on campus."
Jerome said that the steam that results from the burning of this sawdust is also not wasted. "Once the
steam enters the building's heating
system, it condenses into water and
flows back through another set of
return pipes [in] essentially a closed
system," he said.
Jerome and Martin said the heating
plant is, in the long run, a low-cost
and non-wasteful arrangement. The
sawdust itself is $22 per ton and demands an expenditure of $500-800
daily. Compare this to the cost of
burning oil, not done for some time
and even then, in excess of $10,000.
This is all done with the use of 20,000
pound boilers, one older and one in
use since 2004.
Jerome said the idea is to operate the
university strictly on sawdust fuel.
Martin and Jerome said the seasons
have a great deal to do with how the
boilers operate. The boilers operate at
only 18,000 pounds of steam during
the summer and are running during
winter at the maximum level.
Utility Plant Manager Clyde Miller

and fellow plant worker Cassius Sutton were on hand to give a tour at the
heating plant.
Miller showed the holding area at
the rear of the plant where 60 tons of
sawdust are dumped daily from the
walking bed of a trailer and 50 tons
are regularly used. This fluctuates depending on the day's weather.
The holding area's moving floor
washes sawdust into a pit at the
other end with a shaker inside that
moves the sawdust up to other shakers equipped with magnets to remove
wood, metal and rocks.
Via a series of upward and downward elevators and augers to and
from the silos to the burners, moisture is removed from the sawdust,
insuring a smokeless bum. The boilers bum at 1,600 degrees and are
monitored personally on an hourly
basis by workers and from a computer system displaying factors such as
temperature, oxygen and steam pressure, usually near an optimum of 75
pounds, and induced draft. At any
given time, one boiler is running.
As Jerome said, the boiler system
and sawdust burning is "a significant
portion of Longwood's life. It is a
huge cost saving ... one of our biggest
renewable projects and of great interest to other institutions."
The heating plant, part of the university's daily operations, is unique
as far as a university feature. With the
exception of a heating plant for one
laboratory at Colorado State University, the plant is the only of its kind at
a university.
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Convocation Held for Longwood's Graduating Class of 2013
and that you love them," said Margiloff, adding, "Even in the middle of
the biggest fight."
"I hated it," she said.
One of the last guiding principles
Later finding a career as a sixth
Margiloff
shared with the senior class
grade English teacher in New York,
was,
"Before
you leave this campus,
Margiloff knew that she had finally
make
sure
there
is someone on this
found her place. "I loved it," she said
campus
staff,
faculty,
administra"It was exactly where I was supposed
tion
who
you
feel
a
personal
conto be."
nection
with,
someone
in
the
coming
Not being completely certain of your
years who you can call, who you can
path is okay, according to Margiloff.
go to their office, you can sneak up on
"What you think you're supposed to
them where you will feel at home."
do next year may not be what you're
"That is the greatest gift I have at
meant to do, at least not yet," she said.
Longwood," said Margiloff, later
adding, "It is so important. At whatever job you go to, find your mentor, who is your person who's going
to guide you and help you find your
way if you need advice."
"You find your mentor; you will find
your path," she said.
Finally, the last guiding principle
shared by Margiloff was, "Make your
own guiding principles."
Before the senior class finally
donned their caps in celebration for
their final year at Longwood, Connelly, assisted by Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Kenneth Perkins, awarded three faculty
awards for superior teaching as well
as three characteristics: "an extraordinary grasp of their particular subject
matter, a profound love and passion
5338L .
for teaching and finally, the gift of beyTFacebook ing able to impart what they know
and love to their students."
Convocation Is a beloved and time-honored tradition for Longwood University seniors.

CONTINUED FROM P G . 1

Another guiding principle Margiloff shared with the senior class was,
"There are lots of steps you can take
in life, but if s the relationships that
you make that make the steps all
worthwhile."
Cherishing the people close to you
and reaching out to those who are
near is incredibly important because,
according to Margiloff, "Life escapes
you. It goes by. Phone calls don't get
returned. You play phone tag ... You
never know whaf s going to happen."
"Always tell people how vou feel

The recipient of the Maria Bristow
Starke Award for Faculty Excellence,
an award that recognizes leadership,
excellence in teaching and in professional activities, was Dr. Lissa PowerdeFur, director of Longwood Center
for Communication, Literacy and
Learning and associate professor of
social work and communication sciences & disorders.
The recipient of the Maude Glenn
Raiford Award for Excellence in
Teaching, an award that motivates
students with innovative teaching
styles, was Dr. Cathy Roy, associate
professor of exercise science.
Lastly, the recipient of the Junior
Faculty Award, an award that recognizes a member of the faculty who
has been at Longwood for three to
five years and has demonstrated excellence in teaching, scholarship and
participation in the university activities, was Dr. Christopher Gulgas, assistant professor of chemistry.
Senior Class President Gina Demarco closed Convocation with her final
words, saying, "Cherish every moment you have left... Don't be afraid
to make an impact on this campus. If s
never too late. Do everything you can
to leave a lasting memory. Be leaders
and role models as you lead the path
for those to follow in your steps."

Poles Club Corner Keep the Internet Free and Open
PETER MARTIN & KRAMER ANDERSON

Columnists

Democrats in their party platform last week
made clear that they support an open, unregulated Internet. Since President Barack Obama committed to Net Neutrality in his 2008 campaign, the
regulation has faced difficult challenges, not least
of all whether to implement it.
The problem is intellectual property and how
regulators can protect creative works or trade
secrets without infringing upon the activities
of law-abiding citizens. Net Neutrality argues
that all data being transmitted should be treated
equally, with no restrictions on where it comes
from, where it is going and what the actual content is. But that presents challenges for the music
and film industry who want to regulate the purchase and distribution of their creative works.
Likewise, companies across America have expressed dismay at the extent of Chinese hackers
stealing information and secrets from their servers to gain a quick advantage.
Internet providers are often at odds with the
principles of an open Internet because it means
greater costs to them. Websites such as YouTube,
movie stores like ¡Tunes and questionable sites
such as The Pirate Bay are all bandwidth inten-

sive. This means greater costs for Internet providers and a greater demand for bandwidth something that can only come through investment in
infrastructure.
But who should pay for it? The Democrats want
to make sure that access to the Internet is easily
accessible; someone shouldn't be expected to pay
too much for Internet simply because they use a
particular service. In effect, the Democrats want
your first megabyte of cat videos to cost the same
as your 20,000th megabyte that may be a news article.
Cellular providers such as AT&T have regulated Internet usage since the release of the iPhone
through limiting the speeds that power users —
the most intensive data users — can download
content.
As for Apple's new video calling service FaceTune, AT&T has said they want to charge users extra for the service, even though Skype, Facellme's
competitor, does not have an extra charge. This
is because iPhone users currently consume nearly
three quarters of all mobile web traffic. With FaceTime coming standard on nearly all iPhones, they
see the costs of Facellme far higher than its competitors.
Allowing AT&T and others to determine how
you view content has important implications for a

free society. AT&T's move seems anti-competitive
because they are prioritizing one way of video
calling over another. They could, for instance,
promote their own service or partner with another and restrict Facellme's speech so that it is
unusable. Supporters of Net Neutrality want one
megabyte of Facellme data to equal one megabyte's worth of "Keyboard Cat."
Making the Internet free and open while protecting industries, creativity and the networks of
Internet providers is difficidt. Certainly, Internet
providers must have the right to regulate how fast
or how much data is transferred because power
users can have an adverse effect on the market.
The challenge is bridging those rights to the consumer and not allowing providers to discriminate
between videos of cats and Korean pop artists.
AT&T's model of limiting the most data-hungry
users may be the way forward in this industry.
Peter Martin and Kramer Anderson run The Political Science Club, a nonpartisan club that meets every
Thursday at 4 p.m. in Ruffner 256.
"' This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent therawsof The Rotunda or Longioood
University.
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Get Ready for November: Steps for Voter Registration
According to senior Chuck Wongus, president of Phi Beta Sigma's
Asst. News Editor
Omicron Rho chapter, the groups
This year's presidential candi- have helped more than 70 students
dates are President Barack Ob am a register to vote this semester alone.
Wongus said the group is planning
and Vice President Joe Biden for the
Democratic Party and Mitt Romney to host one more Voter Registration
and running mate Paul Ryan for the event before the Oct. 15 voter regisRepublican Party. The presidential tration deadline.
election will take place in November
If you were not one of those 70 stuand organizations throughout the dents and you would like to register
country are encouraging students to to vote, there are a few ways to go
vote.
about the process. Even if this is not
your
first election, you may want
On Nov. 6,2012 every citizen of the
more
information
on when and how
United States over the age of 18 will
to
vote
absentee
or
the voting prohave the chance to change the course
of the political spectrum of America. cess in general. The first step is dePhi Beta Sigma and Alpha Phi Al- termining whether you are eligible
pha are two campus groups that to vote. Do you meet these criteria?
have held Voter Registration events, • Be a citizen of the United States
part of Phi Beta Sigma's "Project • Be a resident of Viiginia and of
Vote" and Alpha Phi Alpha's "A the precinct in which you want to
Voteless People is a Homeless Peo- vote
ple," incentives on Brock Commons • Be 18 years old by the next electhis semester.
tion
E) DOWUNG

•
Not have been convicted of a
felony, or have had your civil rights
restored
•
Not currently be declared mentally incompetent by a court of law
If you live out of state, then the
Long Distance Voter web page may
be of assistance to you. It is the same
website you should use if you want
to register to vote absentee in Virginia.
If you do not live in Prince Edward County and want to vote in
the election, then you can register to
vote absentee so you may vote from
Farmville. To register to vote absentee, you can visit the Long Distance
Voter website as well.
The deadlines to register to submit
the absentee ballot application is 5
p.m. on Oct. 30 if requested by mail.
The deadline is Nov. 3, 2012 if you
plan to apply and cast your absentee ballot in person. The deadline to
submit your completed absentee bal-

lot is 7 p.m. on Election Day.
Here are some helpful websites
that should answer any other questions you may have.
• You can register online at registertovote.org
• If you are on Facebook, there is
an app called "Register to Vote."
Just put it in the search bar and follow the directions on screen
• You can go to rockthevote.com
and dick on the "REGISTER TO
VOTE" button.
This website is designed for young
adults, and it is seen as extremely
user friendly.
Technology has made it more convenient for students to participate
in their country's election process.
Most conveniently, once you register to vote, you do not have to do so
again.

Presidential Search
Advisory Committee
Begins Search Process
campus, theraculty Senate, all its goals," he said.
of English, is the vice chair. (SGA) president.

BECCA LUNDBERG

The committee's ex-officio the SGA and community
members are BOV Rector leaders. He held a meeting
Interim
President
Marianne Radcliff and Dr. with
Longwood University's
Larissa Fergeson, associate Marge Connelly, as well.
Presidential Search Advisory
professor of history and chair
Portch held a forum open
Committee has begun the
of the Longwood University to everyone on Sept. 13, with
process of selecting the next
Faculty Senate.
the majority of the attendees
university president. The
The committee's objective being university faculty and
committee has held several
is to aid the BOV in finding staff.
open forums to gauge an
The two main questions
two to four presidential
understanding of what the
candidates for review. The Portch asked open forum
university community wants
BOV will then appoint attendees were, roughly,
in a president and is in the
the candidate they find "Where do you want the
process of choosing a search
university to head in the
appropriate.
firm.
Dr. Stephen Portch, next few years?" and "Who
The Presidential Search
chancellor
emeritus
of will get us there?"
Advisory
Committee
Portch said people are
the University System of
consists of 14 members.
for
qualities
Georgia, is the committee's looking
Longwood University Board
search
consultant.
He concerning change within
of Visitors (BOV) member
has aided other Virginia the university as well. He
Jane Maddux is the chair of
universities, most notably said many wish to have
the committee and Dr. Derek
the University of Richmond someone who is skilled at
Taylor, associate professor
and
Virginia explaining changes in order
C o m m o n w e a l t h to make sure people know
University, in their why certain changes are
presidential
search made. He added that many
This week in 2009, Richard Sàritueì Alden McCroskey III 'I processes as well.
desire a president who can
lifted a
He mur- P
Portch said a major "leave constructive change
Debra S. Kellej&Longwood University associate
step in the process without losing what is
is
speaking
with special about Longwood."
professor of sociology, her pstranged husband MarlcNeimembers
of
the
Portch said the community
university community also wants a visionary who
to find out what can see the big picture. He
qualities they are
a president who is able
McCroskey, a graphic designer and rappér who had a J | looking for in the next said
to put together an effective
HijOBiMtion with horrorcore bands, such as Insane Clown university president. leadership team is important
Posse, lived in Gtttfamla. JNfc and Emina had been dating MHe began by holding to many as well because it is
online 11
jrêariidc»* he came to visit her
several open forums essential that operations run
' McCroskey bludgeoned his %ur victims W death with, ¿y with select groups on smoothly while the president
Sept. 12.
is away.
et
"They're looking for
These
groups
were
wfoüethey wW sl^Hng^Sp«.;'^. He qiuixíe^Mark
someone
with the ability to
the
Staff
Advisory
oft'S^-f?
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
communicate
effectively,
Committee,
deans
[|| McCroskey was convicted of two counts of first-degree
especially
to
those
who could
of
the
colleges
and
murder and'two counts of capital murder on Sept. 20,2010.
vice presidents of perhaps provide resources to
He is now serving a life sentence in prison. WRSmjffi
departments
across allow Longwood to achieve
The committee also includes
BOV members Dr. Edward I.
Gordon, Stephen L. Mobley
and Ronald O. White, as
well as Vice Rector Dr. Judi
M. Lynch.
Other members include Dr.
Cheryl L. Adkins, professor
of management; Dr. Audrey
Puckett Church, associate
professor/coordinator
of
the School Library Media
Program; Angela Covert,
administrative
assistant
of the Student Union Staff
Advisory Committee; Paula
King, Longwood University
Foundation representative;
Colleen Margiloff, Alumni
Board president; and Donald
Knight, senior and Student
Government
Association

News Editor

h

h

h
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Now that the committee
has gathered the thoughts
of university committee
members, they will soon
narrow down a search
firm. According to Radcliff,
the committee will most
likely
choose
between
three firm candidates at the
committee's Oct. 4 meeting.
Portch said he will give
the chosen search firm
his notes on the qualities
people are looking for in the
university's future president.
The firm will then begin
searching during the prime
recruitment time, October
through November.
Once candidates have been
nominated, the committee
will evaluate them. They will
discuss their qualifications,
hold interviews, conduct
record checks, verify degrees
and visit the candidates'
current workplaces.
Portch said the committee
cannot be very forthcoming
about the candidates in the
beginning of the process due
to security of the current
jobs of candidates, but the
committee will update the
community on where they
are in the search process.
According to Portch, the
current goal is for the BOV
to select a candidate by
March or April. If all goes as
planned, the university will
hold a celebratory event for
the new president at the end
of the spring semester.

Turmoil in Libya and Egypt: The Events & How The Days Since Have Unfolded
E J DOWUNG

Asst. News Editor

Extreme political unrest has recently become a subject of note in
the countries of Libya and Egypt.
All the violence and issues that have
occurred have been centered on the
U.S. Embassies in those countries.
The violence began on Sept. 11
around 6 a.m. in Egypt. A day prior,
a YouTube video was released that
offended many people. The video
depicted the prophet Mohammad in
very crude and inappropriate ways.
Protests by this time had taken full
swing, and by mid-afternoon protesters had scaled the walls of the
U.S. Embassy in Cairo and had taken
down the American flag.
Later that afternoon, protesters began marching on the U.S. consulate
in Benghazi, Libya. A senior administration official released a statement
that said "unidentified Libyan extremists" were attacking the consulate in Benghazi.
At 4:15 p.m., the "unidentified Libyan extremists" had broken inside
the main building of the U.S. consulate and set fire to the office of U.S.
Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens.
The ambassador, Sean Smith, a foreign service officer and a regional
security officer were trapped inside.
The security official managed to escape to try to get help, but by the

time they returned they were only
able to find Smith's body.
Going into the evening hours, President Barack Obama was informed
of the situation in Libya. It also became clear that Stevens was missing.
There was a major firefight going on
around the compound.
Before the end of the day, it was
confirmed that four Americans had
been killed. It is unclear if Stevens
was confirmed dead on Tuesday
night or early Wednesday morning.
The political ramifications of what
was happening in these regions
soon got notice from the Romney
campaign. They issued a statement
Tuesday night: "Ifs disgraceful that
the Obama administration's first response was not to condemn attacks
on our diplomatic missions, but to
sympathize with those who waged
the attacks."
This statement was provoked by
a statement released Tuesday by the
U.S. Embassy in Egypt. Their statement said, "The Embassy of the
United States in Cairo condemns the
continuing efforts by misguided individuals to hurt the religious feelings of Muslims — as we condemn
efforts to offend believers of all religions."
The White House then responded
to Romney's statement, saying, "No
one in Washington approved that
statement before it was released and

it doesn't reflect the views of the U.S.
Government."
In the days following the attacks,
Republican presidential nominee
Mitt Romney has been widely criticized for politicizing such a horrible
tragedy. Norm Ornstein, co-author
of "Ifs Even Worse Than It Looks:
How the American Constitutional
System Collided with the New Politics of Extremism," predicted that
Romney's statements will backfire
with votes.
Ornstein also added, "When it
looks like you're exploiting a disaster for political gain and you do
it right away instead of waiting at
least until the dust clears ... at a minimum, what it says is there's a tone
of deafness about politics." Romney's blunder goes back to that ageold question of how much politics is
too much politics.
By mid-morning on Wednesday,
Sept. 13, Obama had been told of
Stevens' death and of the other three
State Department officials who were
killed in the attack in Libya. Obama's
issued statement "strongly" condemned the attacks.
Later that morning, Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton said, "We condemn in the strongest terms this
senseless act of violence."
Romney spoke 20 minutes later
at a rally in Jacksonville, Fla., again
criticizing Obama's entire foreign

policy trends.
Later that morning, Obama said
in his statement, "The U.S. has been
a nation that respects all faiths. We
reject all efforts to denigrate the religious beliefs of others, but there
is absolutely no justification to this
type of senseless violence."
These shocking events that took
place last week are sure to come up
in the presidential debates between
Obama and Romney. Many analysts
fear that Libya will become the next
Afghanistan for the United States.
There has been a major backlash
against Americans in at least 50 different cities since the YouRibe video was released. U.S. citizens were
evacuated in the Sudan and Tunisia,
along with protests in Karachi, Pakistan.
There are also conflicting reports
about whether or not the attacks in
Libya and Egypt were planned, or if
they were simply the outcome of a
very fast-paced, escalating and violent protest.
As for the video that sparked all
this, Google (the parent company of
YouTube) has blocked it from viewing in Egypt and Libya, but because
it does not violate the terms and
agreements of YouTube, it will remain viewable online.

Inappropriate
Laughter Makes for
a Funnier Life
EJ DOWUNG

Asst. News Editor

B a d news, people. One ofl
the competitors dropped out
of the "iron man" competition. Talk about things falling
apart.
As soon as my political science class takes a break from
learning about the differences
in aristocracy, tyranny and
democracy, we try to have a
little fun. Then the columns
NEWS
come out and everything is
COLUMN
going great, but then someone says they are too busy to
compete.
I am not bitter; I was just a tad disappointed
because I had to think of something else to
write about. As soon as I know, I'll let you
know the 411 on the new people involved in the
"iron man" competition. I will eventually ask
him the real reasons behind his dropping out,
but until then I shall move on to a new series of
stories.
My new topic this week is some other funny
stories about my other classes in the lovely
history and political science departments. I'm
telling you, the second floor of Ruffner Hall is a
hoot; you should really come see one day.
Maybe my World War II professor was a little
jealous about all of the media attention my political science class was getting. So, here you go
Dr. Coles, a short tale about WWII class and the
backlash of sitting at the back of the room.
I mentioned in my first column that I sit
quietly in the front row of my political science
class. Well, the opposite is true in my WWII
class.
If you know me outside of class, you probably already know that I am far from quiet. I
am loud and outspoken and rarely keep my
opinions to myself. This is more like me in my
WWII class, as well.
The day after my first column came out two
weeks ago, Dr. Coles sort of laughed and gave
me a hard time about sitting in the front and
being quiet in another class.
I am a complete chatterbox in WWII. I make
faces at funny things Dr. Coles says, and sometimes that gets me called out in class. No worries, though, I usually just make a plug for The
Rotunda and some people laugh.
I think the reason I actually talk in WWII
is because it starts a whole 30 minutes later,
and I think that room is air-conditioned — if
you haven't been reading my columns, you
wouldn't understand the reference — but you'll
learn to love my antics. Or perhaps I talk more
because I drink more coffee on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Who really knows?
We had our first paper due for WWII, and one
of my favorite things that Dr. Coles does is look
over our papers and basically just point out all
of our flaws.
It kind of breaks my heart a little bit, but at
the same time, it adds so much humor to all of
his classes. I don't know if this makes me a horrible person, but I look forward to listening to
what not to do.
Back to my classroom antics. Imagine this
picture in your head:
I f s Tbesday morning at 9:30 a.m. on the
second floor of Ruffner (and may I just say the
most awesome floor of the building, though I
am a tad biased, being a history major and all).
Your professor is doing an Uncle Adolf impression trying to convey the fact that Adolf Hitler
was, in fact, creepy, and that Hitler actually
succeeded in brainwashing little children by
making them join programs such as the Hitler
Youth.
Now, before I go on, it is very important
for my readers to know that I have a horrible
syndrome called "I-Laugh-At-The-Wrong-Moments-Syndrome."
It is a serious problem, I kid you not. You
know that saying "everything is funnier when
you can't laugh?^ Well, for me, everything is
funnier when it is horribly inappropriate and
the absolute wrong time to laugh.
Think about this! Who laughs at something
like that? Is there something horribly wrong
with me? Usually any time something like that
happens to me, I am the only one laughing and
am called out; this time was no exception.
I hope you all were not too sad about not having another tale from my political science class,
and I hope you enjoyed this new topic. I f s a
pretty fun life I live. You should be my friend
and find out why!

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vieu» of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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The Friend Who Knows How to Listen and How to Keep a Secret
The Counseling Center Listens, Cares and Is Here for You When You Need Them
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

So often, all one needs is someone to talk to.
Sometimes, though, when all the big things really
add up, and even with friends and family to turn
to, it often feels like the only options available
are to constantly vent or to just keep quiet. The
Counseling Center services the Longwood
community by providing a space to assist others
by listening, helping and always being available.
Director of Counseling Center Maureen WallsMcKay said,"Sometimes students come into the
Counseling Center to learn about themselves.
They know that there's something that maybe they
aren't getting out of life that want to be getting out
of life, so it's our job to help the student explore
what kind of road blocks there are for them."
She added, "So there might not be any clinical
diagnosis, but they know that something's kind
of getting in the way of having the life that they
deserve to have."
Walls-McKay commented that many students
who utilize the Counseling Center "appreciate the
service available." She said that not only students,
but faculty and staff also are able to enjoy the
service.
Walls-McKay added that the service is looked
upon so positively that resident advisors, coaches
and staff members sometimes refer students to the
service.
"We feel people believe in our services," said
Walls-McKay.

Even for students who may be new to counseling
and therapy, Walls-McKay commented, "I think for
most anybody coming in for individual counseling
because here it involves talking about very private
information to a complete stranger ... it's a little
anxiety-producing at first, but we find after two or
three sessions, students are comfortable."
"What I really appreciate about Longwood
students is they come in for good reasons. They're
here to work on something, and they do. They get
to work on it, and that's what makes our job so
rewarding because we see students working hard
to improve their lives, and we see the results, and
that's just a great thing," said Walls-McKay.
"I think it is being open to hearing feedback from
others because oftentimes students will come in
and will say, 'My friends said years ago that I
should have come in,' or 'my parents mentioned
it.' So, I think for all of us it's being open to hearing
what others are seeing [and] observing in us and
being open to that because sometimes we can get
really defensive, and we can kind of minimize
what other people are. saying," said Walls-Mckay.
She also said, "Be open to that, and then take
in that next step of calling in or stopping by to
arrange that initial consultation."
The process of taking the first (and maybe only)
step is the beginning being benefited. The first
session made with the Counseling Center is called
the initial consultation and is scheduled for 30
minutes.
"The job of the provider of that time is to really
listen to what is going on in the student's life to

really think about coming in for counseling," said
Walls-McKay.
The purpose of the initial consultation is also
for the Counseling Center to see how they can
best serve the student, faculty or staff member,
whether through individual counseling or group
counseling. The option to refer to an off-campus
resource is also made available when needed.
After the initial consultation, a follow up
session called an intake session may be made if
appropriate. Scheduled for 50 minutes, the purpose
of this session is to gather further background
information, family information, medical issues
and coping skills as well as triggers.
Walls-McKay said, "At that point, the student
and the provider really kind of identify what
issues they want to be working on, and then they
develop a treatment plan, and then they start to
work on the goals that are set."
The most common issues assessed by the
Counseling Center, according to Walls-McKay,
are anxiety, stress and depression. Other concerns
include relationship problems, substance and
substance-related problems as well as problems
with eating.
One way students take the first step to making
that first appointment at the Counseling Center
is by having an accountability partner. WallsMcKay said, "Sometimes, a student will say to
a best friend or a parent or a roommate, 'Okay.
I'm going to call on Wednesday. So, if I don't, ask
me Wednesday and see if I did.' So, they have
someone who knows they want or need to take
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David Davino is one of the Counselors at Longwood
that step and somebody who will just support
them in doing that and follow through."
McKay affirmed that all services provided by
the Counseling Center are confidential. The
only exception to breaking confidentiality is
if the person is a threat to him or herself or to
others. Regardless, Walls-McKay said, "We hold
confidentiality to the highest standard here."
The Counseling Center is located in the upper
level of the Health & Fitness Center. To schedule
an appointment, call (434) 395-2409.

Club Beat: American Red Cross Club Reaches out to Community
Gabrielle Pedro
Editor-in-Chief
Many recognize the American Red Cross as a
humanitarian organization that has been around
for hundreds of years, offering aid, relief and
education on an international scale. However,
its presence here at Longwood University is far
younger, having been organized just last semester
in the spring of 2012.
"The American Red Cross is one of the largest
service organizations in the world and it provides
a lot of opportunities for student involvement,"
said Dr. Robert Marmorstein, assistant professor
of Computer Science and Adviser of Longwood
University's chapter of the American Red Cross
Club. "A big part of that is conducting blood drives,
but I thought students might also be interested
in other projects, such as disaster relief, lifeguard
training, First Aid and CPR training or even
babysitting classes."
According to Marmorstein, the Red Cross Club, a
student-led service organization and the only one
of its kind in the area, is dedicated to supporting the
efforts of the American Red Cross and coordinating
events related to its programs, such as blood drives,
safety and lifesaving instruction and health fairs.

Marmorstein is one of the driving forces of the
creation of the American Red Cross Club here at
Longwood. After meeting Laura Dooley, a Red
Cross Blood Services Coordinator at a church
blood drive, Marmorstein sought students to help
put this plan into motion - including current club
president and vice president, Alexie Marshall and
Patrick OHare, respectively.
"I was just working on lab in class one day and
I just put my job history up, talking about how I
was a lifeguard and had received my certification
through the Red Cross," said Marshall, "Dr.
Marmorstein had seen that and brought the idea
of the club to me." Marshall later stated that this
conversation led to other conversations, which
included a meeting with Dooley.
Marshall continued, "We had a meeting [with
Dooley], picked our members and went over our
bylaws and guidelines, what we wanted, what we
wanted to achieve, and now here we are."
The American Red Cross Club promises education
and training in vital emergency and aid skills.
Topics that they hope to cover in future courses
include basic first aid, CPR and disaster response.
Club member Theron Haynesworth looks forward
to what he will learn from his experiences with the
club. "For a long time I've wanted to train with

an expert or specialist in some form of emergency
response training and I believe that during certain
situations and emergencies, not enough people
who are trained in first-response are on hand
and individuals are usually only trained because
of their major in college, their job requires it or
another reason pertaining to their specific career
path," Haynesworth said.
He continued, "From the Red Cross Club I hope
to gain a sense of greater responsibility not only
for myself but for the community of Longwood.
I would like the Longwood community to know
that the Red Cross Club gives them yet another
opportunity to provide help when it is needed."
The Red Cross Club, though young, is working
hard to extend its network to ensure they help as
many people and organizations as they can. On
Nov. 29 and 30, they will be co-hosting a blood
drive with Theta Chi and Delta Sigma Pi. OHare
extended an invitation to other organizations that
want to become involved: "We would love to
promote actively with community, whether they be
a fraternity or sorority, or just a club on campus."
The club hopes to extend this network past
Longwood boundaries as well. "We're somewhat
helping one of the students at Hampden-Sydney
who wants to start their chapter of the Red Cross,"

said OHare.
Major upcoming events for the Red Cross Club
include an interest meeting on Sept. 27 and a Color
Wars inspired blood drive on Oct. 1. "Every student
who donates will get a red or green wristband
based on their class year," Marmorstein explained.
"We will tally up the total number of pints donated
to see whether green beats red or red beats green."
It is the goal of the Red Cross Club to be a driving
force on campus, educating those who wish to
serve a greater good.
"We don't want it to just be about service hours,"
says Marshall. "Our ultimate goal is not to just help
campus, but help everybody around us."
OHare added, "We want to be a service to the
Longwood Community, whether that be collecting
pints of blood for the local hospital through the
Red Cross or putting on these events where you get
first aid training, you get CPR training, you get life
guard training or disaster relief training. We want
to help you get this training and then teach others."
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS CLUB MEETS EVERY
THURSDAY AT 4:30 P.M. IN RUFFNER 354

Hole In One: Longwood Faculty and Staff Learn Golf
"It's all just an introduction to golf to try to give them an opportunity
to get out to the golf course to go from beginner to play a round of
Features Editor
golf," said Wright, later stating,' "The men's coach and I wanted to
Longwood Athletics, in conjunction with Campus Recreation, introduce golf to the faculty and staff on campus. We had heard a lot
invited all Longwood faculty and staff to a free two-day event at the of interest from people who wanted to get into golf, and with having
Longwood Golf Course. They provided beginner's instruction for this nine hole course right here on campus, it seemed like a good
basic knowledge and how to swing a club, and offered inofrmation on opportunity for the faculty and staff to have another recreational
what the Golf Course provides, as well. On Sept. 6 and Sept. 13 from opportunity."
With Golf Club and the Longwood course PHED 108 Beginning
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. on both days, Men's Golf Coach Kevin Fillman
and Women's Golf Coach Ali Wright opened up new opportunities Golf, students are able to learn more about golf techniques as well.
for faculty and staff to be able to learn new skills, enjoy one of the With benefits already catering to students to introduce them to the
many opportunities available and build a long-lasting hobby that will sport, the two-day event hoped "to give an extra benefit to the faculty
and staff," said Wright.
further contribute to the life of Longwood University.
Wright commented that one reason the event was catered solely
Being a two-day event, one day was focused on educating faculty
and staff on short game aspects, such as putting and chipping, and to faculty and staff was due to only Fillman and herself being able
the last day was focused on full swing. An estimated 15 faculty and to teach the group. "It probably would have been just too large of a
staff members participated this year, an improvement from the last group," she said, adding that she hopes students can be included in
year golf was instructed to faculty and staff where only 10 faculty and the future.
"We have good range for students to be able to go out to the course
staff members participated.
and
enjoy it, and I think students feel a little more - 1 guess - confident
Faculty and staff made reservations to attend the event, and rental
if
they
have played before, whereas faculty and staff who have never
equipment was provided for those who needed it.
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

swung a club might not be as confident without having, a lesson first,"
she said.
Commenting on the sport of golf itself, Wright said, "If s definitely
a challenging sport," but added, "If s an opportunity to get outside
and participate in recreation ... I think if s a good way to spend an
afternoon. I think if s a good way for faculty and staff to relax, for
students to relax. Even though if s challenging, if s still a good way to
get outside and relax."
Located adjacent to the presidenf s house and the athletics fields,
the Longwood Golf Course spans over 6,000 yards with nine holes, as
stated on the Longwood website. The golf course is over 75 years old
and includes two practice greens for putting and chipping, a 200 yard
hitting range and a pro shop.
According to Wright, "A round of golf at the golf course could take
an hour to two hours to put in nine holes."
For students, faculty and staff interested in learning more about
opportunities in the sport of golf at Longwood University, go online
to Campus Recreation on the Longwood website to learn more about
the golf course, Longwood golf teams and golfing events.

Hispanic Heritage Club Celebrates the Start of Hispanic Heritage Club
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor

Walking into Lankford Student Union's front doors on Saturday,
Sept. 15 between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m., you would have faced an array
of colorful party favors, luscious Hispanic appetizers and a drove
of students involved in a Spanish version of Bingo called Lotería.
Hosted by the Hispanic Heritage Club, the Hispanic Heritage KickOff Fiesta was a way to be the first welcome to Hispanic Heritage
month.
To play Lotería, one person calls out each consecutive word and
number, describing a picture to further aid floundering English
speakers in the audience. Once a claim of "Lotería!" was made,
either determined by a row, column, box or marking of each corner,
the club's president Nancy Ventura would check it.
For winners, prizes included Longwood University apparel and
keepsakes. As the prizes began to run out, the rules on how to win
were made stricter. All of this made the night more exciting, while
the tensión was eased by brief interludes of Latin American music

and food from the table of appetizers.
While an interlude carried on, a guest at the reception, Annmarie Patten said, "If s a really good event. The music's really upbeat,
lively and the food is amazing, too."
Nancy Ventura commented on the Hispanic Heritage Club, saying,
"We emphasize education of the culture. A lot of people misinterpret
the club name as being only for Hispanic students, but we've advertised it as open to everyone, especially people that want to know
more about the Hispanic culture."
When asked about the number of people on campus who had
grown up with a Hispanic identity, Ventura said, "I'm a senior now,
and the Hispanic population has grown from what it was four years
ago. I wouldn't know the number off the top of my head, but there
are people — maybe not even Hispanic — who may identify
themselves as something like that, but not really embrace it."
Nancy added, "The Hispanic population is growing everywhere in
the country and I feel it's going to help Longwood in the long run."
Ventura commented that many of the additional events that are
scheduled for Hispanic Heritage Month are being assisted with

through contact with other organizations and larger universities.
She said, "I have contact with organizations at other universities.
I contacted them last year and they were nothing but supportive.
We're the only club here, but at bigger universities, Virginia Tech
and George Mason, there is a Hispanic Student Government that
governs other Hispanic organizations ... In bigger schools, Latin
American fraternities and sororities do exist."
Other events that will occur during the month to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month include Salsa Dance Lessons on Friday, Sept.
21 at 4:30 p.m. in Lankford Student Union in the ABC rooms, a panel
discussion titled, "Emerging Population: Meeting the Needs of Today's Hispanic College Students," on Tuesday, Sept. 25 in Blackwell
Hall at 12 p.m. and many more events. Many of the future events are
sponsored by Lancer Productions, the Hispanic Heritage Club and
the Student Diversity and Inclusion Council.
With a strong cast of officers pulling experience from multiple
majors and events planned in the future, the Hispanic Heritage Club
is an organization to pay attention to and invest involvement.

The Writing Center: Not a Drive-Thru, but a Student Resource i y
COURTNEY CARROLL, MICHELLE
GOLDCHAIN

Opinion Editor, Features Editor

The Writing Center helps students
in all types of ways. There isn't much
they won't help with, but one thing's
for sure: they will not help a student
in a way that would tamper with the
Honor Code. This is important for all
students to know and realize.
The Writing Center will not proofread
for grammar, help with take-home
exams, guarantee a certain grade
and, most importantly, they will not
do the writer's work. The tutors are
there to help students expand their
knowledge, not just give them the
answers.
Kandice Farmer, a tutor at the Writing
Center, said, "Our role as tutors in
the Writing Center is to teach, not
edit. So, I can teach you how to use
periods and semicolons, but I'm not
going to proofread your paper and
edit for those things because you're
not learning anything."
She further stated, "I don't
think it would benefit students [if
proofreading was practiced]. Ifs kind
of like spell check on a computer."
The Writing Center is responsible
for doing a lot to help students.
They're good listeners, they help
with the organization of papers, help
each student identify his or her own
strengths and weaknesses when it
comes to writing and provide writing
resources and guidance.
Andrea Verschaeve, director of
the Writing Center and lecturer in
English, said the two most beneficial
ways the Writing Center assists
students is that it "offers students
an opportunity to get peer feedback

on their writing ... [and] it exposes
students to externalizing the writing
process, like oftentimes people don't
know why they're a good writer or a
bad writer, why they get good grades
on a paper or bad grades on a paper."
Verschaeve further stated, "When
they can take that work to a peer
and ask them questions and help
them identify problem areas and
weaknesses in their papers, then
those same things become strengths
in the future."
The tutors help students from any
major and any level of writing ability
and can also help with any type of
writing. It does not have to be a paper
for an English class either. They're
trained tutors and have the abilities
to help anyone on campus.
As a tutor, one of the best experiences
Farmer said included when an English
as Second Language student from
China came to the Writing Center for
help. "The student was unfamiliar
with the technicalities required in
English writing, but she wanted to
be taught, not just told what to do.
She wanted to learn, and thaf s what
makes me, as a tutor, happy."
Verschaeve said, "They're not going
to just circle things. They're not going
to red pen your paper, so if you feel
you have a weakness, they can help
you strengthen that, but they're not
going to make changes for you."
Emphasizing that the Writing Center
is to benefit students and not to do
their work, Verschaeve said, "If you
give somebody the answer, if you
identify the mistake for them and
correct it, they may do better on that
paper, but they won't have the tool
necessary to improve their writing in
the future."

Features Editor

On Friday, Sept. 14, seven social fraternities collected on Iler Field. With
flags waving and voices booming,
each fraternity collected into their selective clusters of letters and colors,
while those soon to join Greek life
lined up beside the back of Dorrill
Dining Hall with blank, white T-shirts
and plain blue jeans. A bi-annual
event, Men's Fraternity Walk came
under way this fall semester with both
excitement and acceptance in the pursuit of newfound brotherhood.
The seven social fraternities involved
in Men's Fraternity Walk were Phi Mu
Delta, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Phi Kappa Tau, Theta Chi, Alpha Sigma Phi and Pi Kappa Phi.
To join a Greek fraternity, a few of
the requirements include having at
least 12 Longwood credits and a minimum GPA of 2.5.
Ethan Iiams, president of Interfraternity Council and brother of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, described the event as a
way "to show how great Greek life
means to us."
Iiams further described that the
act of the newly initiated bids leaping into the air and into the arms of
their brothers is "to raise them up and

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
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Undergraduate Writing Center tutor Brooke Vaughn helps a student with their writing.

Besides the visiting the Writing
Center, be sure to check out the
Writing Center page on the Longwood
Greenwood Library website to see
external links, such as the Purdue
Online Writing Lab. In the end, the
most beneficial resource besides the
Writing Center is your professor.
Verschaeve said, "We have office
hours so we can talk to our students
about their work, and their research
interests and the paper that they're
writing for our classes, and we want
to talk to our students."
"I think the best [but] under-utilized
resource is the professor," said
Verschaeve.
Go to your professor with questions
before going to the Writing Center.
Some of your questions can be cleared
up easily by speaking with them, but if
you still have confusion or questions,

feel free to walk in and get the help
you need from the Writing Center.
The Writing Center is located in
room 155 of Greenwood Library.
The hours are Mondays through
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. with
a short break until 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and
then evening hours from 7 p.m. 10
p.m. On Sundays, the hours are from
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. The Writing Center
is not open on Fridays or Saturdays.
Appointments do not need to be
made. Just walk right in, and you will
be helped.
Before going to the Writing Center,
make sure you bring the assignment,
any notes you've taken, the drafts
you have of your paper and your
laptop. These things are important for
helping the session go smoothly.

show them that we support them. We to the meat of it, it's community ser- way more about community service. I
hold onto them. They're a part of our vice, doing stuff for everybody else, didn't know how to help the commugroup now. They're us, and we'll do supporting your brothers and things nity at all before I became Greek, but
once I became Greek, it's just thrown
like that," said Iiams.
anything for them."
at you," said Sneed.
Sneed
added
that
one
reason
why
Zach Sneed, vice president of LeadIf interested in learning more about
many
go
Greek
is,
"They
want
someership and Membership DevelopInterfraternity Council, meetings are
ment of the Interfraternity Council thing more before they graduate."
"You have a lot more support from every Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in Lankand brother of Theta Chi, said, "For
me, whether it's my fraternity or staff and faculty. You get informed ford Student Union.
Ethan's fraternity, it^s somebody I
have in the community who I can call
at midnight for some help or if I just
need somebody looking for people to
hang out with."
Iiams said, "Greek life means going
above and beyond the normal."
Originally uninterested in becoming Greek, Iiams commented on how
he soon changed his mind. "When I
met the brothers, a lot of them were
from Virginia Beach, which is where
I was from, so I found good similarities with other brothers and me. I
only knew two guys coming into this
school, and I found 20 to 30 guys who
all had common likes and similarities
with me, and I thought this is where I
want to be."
He further commented, "I guess you
could say most Greek life is frowned
upon in a stereotypical way like in
Photo By: MluKropI
movies like 'Animal House' and
movies like that, but thaf s not like The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau welcome their new members at the end of fall recruitment.
how it really is. When you really get
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E v e r since this summer,
I'm more inclined to actually
cook now - and that's new
for me. After two years of
eating at D-Hall, when I came
home for the summer I was so
accustomed to the buffet-style
layout that the thought of not
having something ready-made
and already in front of me was
FEATURES
so... exhausting.
COLUMN
It sounds ridiculous. It is. It
sounds lazy. Yup.
But this past summer, during the first few weeks
back home, I would just sit in the kitchen. Just sit. I
couldn't even figure out what I wanted to eat, and
the thought of actually making something was
only making it harder to decide. I would sit there
and do my Facebook thing until the ready-made
food came into existence at some point, which it
never did - but Facebook isn't gonna Facebook
itself. Obviously.
,
So, I decided to learn new recipes to foods I
had never before created. I gave myself a goal for
the number of dishes I wanted to accomplish by
the end of the summer and I set out to find easy
meals that would be able to transfer over when I
returned to college.
I scoured through various food websites, blogs
and television shows for inspiration to meet
my goal, and focused not only on being able to
expand my culinary knowledge beyond grilled
cheese sandwiches and Chef Boyardee, but also
on being able to share the experience with others.
No matter what, before diving into my own
plate, I would dish the food out to my family.
Before my first actual bite, I had to see how theirs
was. And what a great feeling it was when they
enjoyed the bite and then moved to take another
and another. The actual satisfaction for them from
my hard work was what made the whole process
actually worth it. My priority was not myself any
longer.
Arid that's how it should be with anything.
Whenever you do something, you need to know
two things: that even if it doesn't seem like it will
be much work - surprise, surprise, there is indeed
work to be done - and even if it seems like it will
be a lot of work, there is more work than you
even thought you realized. There are exceptions,
of course, but expecting less from what you plan
for can lead to the worst circumstances - for you
and for others.
Joining an organization for a byline in a resumé,
being elected into a leadership position for a
confidence boost, taking on more commitments
when you are already losing sleep just to
accomplish the hundreds more that you already
have on your shoulders - come on.
I understand. I see it all the time. But when
you start to hate what you do and when you
feel trapped in a position that you wanted just to
bold underneath your signature in every email
you send out, you need to see what the problem
really is. The problem is not you. And more often
than not, the problem is not the commitment or
leadership position either. The problem is what
really motivates you.
If you are motivated to do something to better
yourself, good. But be aware of what happens
when all you think about is the job market and
never think about the people around you who
depend on you and the duties in that position
you took on a whim; when you go down, so do
the others who really do care.
It is not all about you. Not even the sun is the
center of the universe. While you have more
than enough to give, you are not giving yourself
enough credit if you take a position and expect
to do nothing. You are what you do; if you do
nothing, what are you? Expect more from yourself.
You are not enough.
Listen. In anything you do, you will be
challenged. If the only motivation you have is
yourself, that will only get you so far because
challenges add up, and they only get heavier
over time, and suddenly that byline isn't as pretty
as you thought it would be and suddenly that
leadership position is taking up more time than
you expected and suddenly whafs the point for
something you never even really cared about?
But once you ask that useless question, "What's
the point?" you let down everyone in that
organization who stood behind you.
Sometimes, it's worth it: the long nights, the
stress, the baggy eyes and the constant feeling
of failure. Sometimes, the sacrifices are worth it
when you find your reason to work hard, when
you find your reason to care.
When you see that first bit, when all of your
hard work is really understood and appreciated
by others, then that is when it is worth it. That is
when you know you can handle the work. That
should be your motivation because you are not
enough when the stuff adds up and all you're left
with is yourself.
They are enough. They are worth it. Not just
you.
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda 01 Long )oa

University.
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Longwood Community Comes Together to Honor Dr. Bill Stuart
BECCA LUNDBFRG

News Editor

A candlelight vigil was held on
Wednesday, Sept. 12 to honor the life
of Dr. William David Stuart, associate professor and interim chair of the
communication studies department.
Stuart died suddenly on the evening of
Sunday, Sept. 9. He is known simply as
"Dr. B." by his students and "Bill" by
his family, friends and colleagues.
Longwood University's chapter of
Lambda Pi Eta, the National Communication Association's honor society,
and the communication studies department put together the vigil that
took place on the quad between the
Center for Communication Studies
and Theatre and Bedford Hall.
Stuart's wife Amy, as well as his
parents Callie and A.D. Stuart Jr. and
other family members, were present at
the vigil.
As a professor who taught many organizational communication classes,
Stuart was known for saying, "Tell
the truth, tell it early and tell it often."
Those who knew him said he regularly
made references to the film "Pulp Fiction." He consistently told students
and colleagues in the "COMMunity"
to "keep living the brand."
A great deal of Stuart's family,
friends, colleagues and students, as
well as community members, attended
the vigil as well.
Longwood's own radio station,
WMLU 91.3 FM, opened up the ceremony with some of Stuart's favorite
songs as a large screen slideshow featuring photos of his life played. Vol-

unteers passed out candles, as well as
purple, green and gold Mardi Grasthemed ribbon pins attendees wore in
his honor.
Dr. Charles Ross, dean of the CookCole College of Arts and Sciences,
opened up the ceremony. "To say that
losing Bill Stuart is a horrific shock
does not do justice to how many of you
are feeling tonight," he began. "Losing
a person with such a large life leaves a
massive crater in our own lives."
Ross then shared a letter he sent to
Cook-Cole College faculty and staff
two days after Stuart's passing. In his
message, Ross reflected on his eight
years of knowing Stuart as a colleague
and a friend. "He put every ounce of
his being into his career, his family and
his life," he said.
Ross highlighted the importance of
everyone showing support to Amy
and children Colin and Keane, as well
as Stuart's parents, friends, colleagues
and students.
The attendees then lit the candles and
had a moment of silence in memory of
Stuart's life.
Jake Smith, a senior communication
studies major, spoke next, reciting a
letter he wrote to Stuart. He focused
on how Stuart aided him during a difficult time in his own life, an experience he said he will always be grateful
for. He said Stuart always knew how
to push him to do his best and how to
connect with his students and truly
educate them.
Lauren Irby, a 2012 Longwood alumna and former student of Stuart's,
talked about how Stuart would show
students how to apply coursework to

their personal experiences. She added
that he always talked in great detail
about how proud he was of his students. "He would then tell us how to
put that on our resumé," she quipped.
Dr. Jake Mile, assistant professor of
sociology, said Stuart had "a smile you
could see across Brock Commons."
Milne spoke about Stuart's love and
passion for teaching, as well as his
sense of humor. "He had this remarkable ability to use humor to motivate
students to do the right thing," he said.
Senior communication studies major Kara Sisco said Stuart was not only
skilled at teaching organizational communication but "brutally honest about
the real world." She said he would
want those whose lives he affected to
"keep our feet on the ground and our
eyes on the horizon."
Sharon Menegoni, associate professor of kinesiology, joked that she was
one of Bill's "coffee wives." They met
three times a week at Starbucks, she
said, discussing everything from home
improvement to teaching to family. "I
think Bill mentors everyone he comes
in contact with," she said.
Jeff Halliday, assistant professor of
communication studies, was the closing speaker for the night. He spoke of
how Stuart made him feel welcome
in the communication studies department when he first came to Longwood
several years ago. He said Stuart's humor was one of his greatest gifts. "He
never took himself too seriously, but
somehow, you took him seriously."
Halliday said he knew Stuart meant
a great deal to all he came in contact
with. "He was a founding father of our

department, a brother, a twin sibling,
a best man, a work husband and yes,
your very wacky favorite uncle."
The vigil closed with a traditional
prayer, "The Blessing of Light, Rain
and Earth," in respect of Stuart's beliefs.
The vigil came to be through the efforts of Lambda Pi Eta and the communication studies department. Stephen
Hudson, Lambda Pi Eta treasurer, said
he spoke with the organization's president, Courtney Carnevale, about putting together the vigil the day after Stuart's passing. After a meeting between
Lambda Pi Eta and other communication studies students, Carnevale sent
out invitations for the vigil.
Hudson opened the ceremony and
organized the logistics, reserving the
venue and making sure everything
was in place. He said it was important
to everyone involved to make sure
Stuart was honored.
Laura Pugh, Lambda Pi Eta secretary, contacted and arranged the vigil's speakers. She said everyone who
participated in the process wanted to
make sure the communication studies
faculty did not have to do anything
and could use the night as an opportunity to remember Stuart.
Greg Tsigaridas, senior computer
systems engineer in the Information
and Instructional Technology Services
Department and a close friend of Stuart's, will always remember the times
he had with Stuart, especially when
Stuart lived with him for a period of
time. "When you live with someone,
it's the little things," he said. "If s picking up Chinese take-out, watching fa-

Dr. William Stuart passed
away in his Richmond
home on Sunday, Sept. 9 at
approximately 11 p.m. due
to a heart attack. Stuart was
born on January 16,1968
in Greensboro, NC. After
receiving his doctorate from
the University in Kansas
in 2000, Dr. Stuart soon
became a founding member
of the Longwood University
Communication Studies
Department. He is survived
by his wife a Amy Kahler Stuart and sons Colin and
"Keane.
vorite shows together and working on
the house and just talking."
Dr. Naomi Johnson, assistant professor of communication studies and Tsigaridas' wife, said when she first came
to the university, Stuart welcomed her
warmly and invited her out with Tsigaridas. "I found someone I fell in love
with and started my life with because
of a simple, kind gesture," she said.
Johnson said the vigil was an opportunity to hear how her friend made a
difference in the lives of many. "Hearing those stories made me realize how
big of an effect he had on so many
people," she said. "That is going to be
carried on as people live their lives, so
it's part of Bill living on too."

Faculty Reflect on the Life and Role of Dr. Bill Stuart
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor

On Sunday, Sept. 9, Dr. Bill
Stuart, associate professor and
interim chair of the newly minted communication studies department, died at his Richmond
home. Since that time, the Longwood community has grappled
with the loss of his person and
the fact of being suddenly deprived of his tremendous involvement in the university's
present and future condition.
There was an assumption at
the inception of an article about
Dr. Stuart's place as a faculty
member that his professional
role and personal life would lie
at opposite ends of a spectrum.
However, it is increasingly clear
as his friend Assistant Professor Jeff Halliday says that Stuart "in many ways was the department," and his friend, Dr.
Charles Ross, dean of the CookCole College of Arts and Sciences said, "He was a guy who
would bleed Longwood blue."
A big part of who Stuart was
during the last days of his life
was contained in what Dr. Ramesh Rao called a "severe"

commitment to Longwood University, the program and to his
students. This extended to his
alumni as Rao, Dr. Naomi Johnson and Halliday all attested.
Only the week before his passing, according to a story related
by Johnson, Stuart was in his office counseling an alumni looking for employment at Longwood and a student intimidated
by the prospect of applying for
an internship.
The root of this attitude, Rao
believed, was in how Stuart approached his profession as a
"mission." Rao said, "He was
kind of a missionary at heart.
And I remember his mother
telling me at the candlelight
vigil that he either wanted to be
a teacher or a missionary ... he
believed in how a teacher could
transform a student's life."
Stuart handled his commitment to students religiously.
This is not to say that he connected his job as teacher with
any belief system, but that it
had deeply personal meaning
to him. As Rao related, "His
work was translating what
Public Relations and Organizational Communications is into

"Dr. B was not only
my favorite professor at
Longwood, but a friend
and mentor, i thank
you for your continued
support as I tried to
figure out my path
into

themmm

Longwood would not
have been the same
without my days spent
in your classroom,
usually Jiaving too much
fun. I am blessed to
have been ofte of your
students."
- Sarah Hagney

what caused students to excel
in those careers" and "to find
themselves." Rao said, "Bill was
very conscious of the brand and
image aspects of his life."
To Stuart, his brand needed
to be introduced to students as
quickly as possible. Halliday
said, "If he saw a tour around
campus ... he would come up
to all the students and parents,
interrupt the tour and introduce himself and make sure everybody knew that Longwood
was the right school for them
and that Communication Studies was the major they needed
to take."
Operating as instructor to
classes from the freshmen to
senior Communication Studies requirements, Stuart would
probably meet into new students again and often as their
advisor. As Halliday related,
"Bill never missed an opportunity to positively impact somebody else's life."
Stuart also set about inspiring his fellow colleagues, joking
with them, sending them messages and emails of praise and
confiding his pride in them at
their newly published research.

As Ross said, "He was one of
those people you're happy to
see come in the door, whereas
others you're happy to see go
out the door." This tendency
to be not only a marketer but
also a consistent advocate was
a natural suit for Stuart. It was
the continuation of efforts born
when he started the Communication Studies major.
As Ross, Rao, Halliday and
Johnson all said, Stuart was
hired as the first full-time member of the Communication
Studies major after Professor of
Theatre Gene Muto created it,
as Ross presumes, from the former Speech component of what
was the Department of Speech
and Theatre.
Picked up in Fall 2000 from
the University of Kansas where
he got his PhD, Stuart was responsible for hiring the Communication Studies department's entire current faculty.
He also guided the Department
of Communication Studies and
Theatre as Interim chair before
the hiring of Rao as chair in
2005 and after the departmental
split that left Communication
Studies a stand-alone depart-

ment last year. It was the opinion of Rao that Stuart "Would
have been the next permanent
chair of the department," as he
was the most senior, and Rao
had used up both permissible
terms as chair.
To say Stuart was simply the
architect of Communications
Studies would be a mistake. He
was, Ross said, "very idea oriented. He was constantly cooking up ideas on how to make
things better. Some of them
were genius, and some of them
were completely insane." This
extended, during his time at
Longwood, into involvement in
several committees on and off
the Faculty Senate. As Recording Secretary for the Faculty
Senate and Professor Emérita
of English Susan May recorded,
Stuart was involved in the Executive Committee, the University Disciplinary Board, Finance
and Planning, Committee on
Educational Policy, Senior Honors Research Committee, University Merit Board and College
Lectures Committee.
Stuart was also the benefactor
of a three week summer program on Management at Har-

vard University and involvement in Faculty Connections,
an off campus program working with Longwood University's Richmond based Public
Relations firm CRT Tanaka.
In many ways, Bill Stuart
was one of the university's
brain trusts and invested in
his department and the overall institution's condition with
incredible energy. However,
his tremendous professional
involvement is secondary to
the deeply personal "crack and
chasm," as Halliday calls it, that
Bill left in his colleagues' lives.
Ross said, he felt as though Stuart's death was "a bad dream"
and that he would really walk
into his office at any second.
Halliday admitted, "I won't
get over this for months ... if
ever. Whoever gets over a loss
like this? ... When I think of
Bill, I'll still be upset. And it's
still hard to teach. Something
about this is again permanent
but that's just a testament to
Bill." Rao said, "He was, I think,
loved by my colleagues who
felt inspired by him."

"While writing my senior thesis
imports 1 J W h
persiste
factors.'
"I came to Longwood in the fall of 2000 as a transfer student from George Washington University. I was part of the first
graduating class of Communication Studies majors, and it was still Longwood College. I had felt entirely lost at GW, on an urban campus with no sense of COMMunity. But here at Longwood, we gathered at High Street diner every Thursday for lunch
(Dr. B started the tradition because that was the day Chicken Fried Steak was on special). I remember his warmth and his
humor on our first day of Fundamentals of Communication.
After an exam, some Comm. majors who shall remain nameless decided to TP his house. Even though he only lived there
a couple of months, his neighbors already liked him well enough to try and chase us off. The theme of decorating, shall we
say, continued to his birthday that year. A group of us decided to make his ride (a little green Honda Civic at the time) a little
more festive with some silly string, glitter, additional toilet paper and balloons. What we didn't know was that he had spent
the day interviewing a new candidate for the Communication Studies department whom he had promised to escort to dinner.
So in true Dr. Bill fashion, he simply tidied the "decorations" Into the trunk of his car. One of Dr Bill's favorite maxims was
"Revenge is a dish best served cold." Which we all learned the meaning of, when over the next several months, he hunted
down our cars whenever left unattended and "returned" the favor. He supported us in good times and in bad, especially in
my senior year when, while editor of The Rotunda, we got brought up on Honor Board charges for our Rotunda issue. He had
nothing but smiles for us troublemakers though, at the first induction ceremony for Lambda Pi Eta or at graduation the next
month.
After graduation, Dr. Bill continued to be a trusted friend and mentor. Even on a personal level. But while I'll miss Dr. B's
reassuring presence in my life, I'll carry so much of his wisdom with me forever. And isnl that what makes the very best of
teachers? Of friends? Of people?" - Dani Murray

Bill Stuart was a Lancer. He loved Longwood, his students, his colleagues and his friends.
After the outpouring of love and support this past week, we have all seen how much you loved
him as well.
The vigil was awesome. The love was palpable, the grief immeasurable. I will never forget it.
We had 500 people come to Bill's visitation in Richmond Thursday night. Half of that number
were colleagues, students and alumni from Longwood. The line went around the building and
the wait was two hours. And you waited. Just to give a hug and tell me a story about how Bill
made a difference in your life. How he pushed you or helped you succeed. He was so proud of
his Longwood family.
Bill's funeral on Friday was a celebration, a joyful noise to send him home. He packed the
chapel with his COMMunity. I felt his spirit full of Joy and peace.
Honor Bill by believing in yourselves. Never settle for less than your best in your work, your
relationships, your dreams. Take the time for the one more hug, the extra story with your kids,
the chance to explore and do something new even if it's not familiar. Make a connection with
someone every day. Give back.

Live your life with love.

-Amy Stuart, wife of the lateBill Stuart

All photos on this page by Ashley Fuller & Mike Kropf
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Glee: The Competition to be the New Rachel Begins

therotundaonline.com

the television audience to believe that the entire
student body would treat the Gleeks differently just
because they're the best show choir in the nation?
After a summer of fun and relaxation, the one Seriously?
thing that truly means the return of fall is the return
Directing attention back to New York, Rachel is in
of the fall series', including Glee. This Glee pilot a full state of Finn-drooling causing many to twitch
stars off with a bit more energy than before, though in disgust. Though apparently, it's been decided
it could be because it doesn't begin the way the past that listening to people sing in showers is a new
two pilots have begun.
Glee club tradition as Mr. Schue did that to Finn,
Kate Hudson guest stars as Rachel Berry's dance Finn did that to Sam and now Rachel is doing it.
professor and gives the audience one more reason to
The unknown singer walks out of the shower
actively hate Rachel with the passion of a thousand and causes millions of tweens to pass out in shock.
suns. Rachel, you spent three years under Sue After some conversation between Brody (as he
Sylvester, who spent every waking moment of her introduces himself to Rachel) and Rachel, he leaves
time trying to make the Glee club either miserable but not before announcing he's straight. While it'd
or non-existent. You should be able to handle a few be better if one girl on Glee didn't get involved
mean words from your dance instructor.
with a boy, this pairing would be better than Finn
On the other hand, flat out telling someone that and Rachel.
they suck on their first day when they've been
Kurt apparently can't believe it when Rachel tells
living in a small town their entire life and therefore, him the news, nor can we believe that he's still
might not have that much access to big name dance hanging around his old High School. Ryan, a word?
studios is a little harsh.
People who were bullied throughout high school
Back at McKinley, the Glee club is ... popular? are not going to wander its halls after Graduation!
Okay, back up. Ryan Murphy, you really expect Did you ever go to High School?
MONICA NEWELL

Staff Reporter

After the phone call ends, the viewers get to see lessons she's needed — respect your elders being
both Sue's baby and apparently the replacement for one of them. This is given in a rousing song and
both Quinn and Santana. Sorry, not seeing it. But dance number by Kate Hudson.
enough about that, lef s move to what this show is
Auditions begin at McKinley, and there's a
all about — GLEE CLUB!
stampede of people wanting to sign up — which
Apparently, Schue never got the memo that he was makes the viewers shake their heads in confusion.
supposed to have a star because he starts spouting Maybe if Glee had won Nationals two years in a
out dribble about teamwork after Blaine (played by row, it'd make a little more sense. Anyway, Glee
Darren Criss) states that the competition to be the manages to do a decent duet between Rachel and
'new Rachel' is tough. Oh, in more New Direction one of the girls auditioning despite the distance
news. Wade from Vocal Adrenaline apparently between them.
transferred to McKinley. Why?
GO AWAY WILL! First he talks about not needing
The four students — Brittney, Blaine, Tina and a star, and then he states that the new girl is a star.
Wade — have a showdown to see who can be the Stop talking Schuster!
'new Rachel/ They do this by singing "Call Me
A lovely Klaine moment later (yet still no kiss to
Maybe"... which also happens to be the first song the viewers' displeasure as they stalk off to watch
of the night. Hey, good pacing Glee!
"The New Normal"), a touching moment between
The club manages to make it less annoying than Brody and Rachel and between Kurt and his father
the original, though Wade can not harmonize with later, the show finally draws to a close. However,
the others, making it possible that we've already not without the reunion of Rachel and Kurt. Good
found our new Rachel. Oh, and applause to Ryan show Glee, I applaud you.
for allowing Tina to talk more in this episode than
she did all last season.
Back in New York, Rachel's finally getting the

T h e Possession' Shocks Fans - and Scares Them
JESSICA GODART

Asst. A&E Editor

The newest addition to the horror movie genre
was released to theatres on Aug. 31 in the form
of 'The Possession." With the headline reading
"based on a true story," scary-movie fans lined
up to see just how a horror movie could be close
to a true story. Many films that bear the title "true
story" are loosely based off an event or moment in
the life of someone that is then twisted enough to
create a fictional creation out of.
The movie itself follows a broken family, the
Breneks, for 29 days (as stated in the opening
credits), after college basketball coach Clyde Brenek
and his wife Stephanie have recently finalized their
divorce. Hannah, the eldest of the two daughters,
deals with the divorce in her own tween sense,
ignoring it completely, while the youngest, Em, is
hurt by the break and wants only for the family to
be reunited.
During a venture to a yard sale, young Em finds a
curious wooden box with markings on it. She seems
oddly attracted to the thing as she crosses the grass
to pick it up. Wanting only to please his hurting
daughter, Clyde approves the buy. Though the box
seems impermeable to tools to open it, Emily finds
a way to crack it open.
Within the next week, it is obvious that Em is

not acting herself. She states she is not feeling well from the inside out, it seems the being is not only
and becomes uninterested and unattached from horrifying, determined and merciless — but also
her normally bubbly personality. While Stephanie increasingly hungry, as normally vegetarian Em is
blames the behavior on the divorce, Clyde is not seen in numerous scenes hurriedly chowing down
as convinced. When Em becomes obsessively on food and at one point gnawing on raw meat.
possessive over the box, at one point punching and
The events that take place during the first hour
slapping her classmate who mistakenly takes the of the film cannot prepare viewers for those seen
box as a joke, her father knows he must separate in the last twenty minutes. With some of the scenes
girl from box.
taking place in a morgue, the movie does not cease
When her behavior escalates to hysteria and to make even the toughest of scary-movie goers
causes Clyde to be pulled from custody of his kids, jump slightly.
he realizes that this is no longer just his child acting
Jeffrey Dean Morgan, well known for his roles
out, but something has taken over his daughter. in "P.S, I Love You" and "Watchmen", plays
Clyde seeks help from a professor at his university Clyde. Alongside him is "The Qoser"'s own Kyra
who specializes in possessions and transformation. Sedgwick in the part of Stephanie. Em's scary yet
However, what he discovers is not the best news.
impressive performance is given by the young
The professor leads to the realization that Em has Natasha Calis, who began acting at the age of seven
been consumed by a demon that was originally and has been in several major roles, including that
trapped in the box during a Jewish ritual. The box, of Claire McDeere in the new show, "The Firm."
called a Dybbuk, is used to trap evil souls; When
The story behind the film was actually based
the box is opened, it seeks a host with the one thing on a true story, though. The Dybbuk box that the
that the soul does not have: a life.
film is based around belongs to Jason Haxton who
With Stephanie unapproachable about the matter, offered his possession to the film's producer, Sam
Clyde travels to Brooklyn and finds a Jewish rabbi to Raimi, who respectfully declined. In articles such
perform an exorcism. As he makes his trip, though, as those in Entertainment Weekly, it has been read
Stephanie witnesses the scary and hysteric behavior that Raimi wanted absolutely nothing to do with
her ex-husband insisted Emily was acting on and the box.
drives her to the hospital where she discovers more
Screenwriter Juliet Snowden was also adamant to
than wished. As the demon begins to take over Em not have anything to do with it, saying she did not

want to see even a picture of it because the research
behind the box frightened her so much.
However, that did not keep unexplainable events
from occurring during the film's shooting. Morgan
and others on the set reported that several days
after the film wrapped, the props warehouse in
Vancouver, Canada burned to the ground with
firemen saying the cause was unknown.
With an estimated budget of 14 million dollars,
"The Possession" made that in its opening
weekend, bringing in over 17 million. It has been
given surprisingly good reviews and high ratings.
For a movie that is questionable and looks like any
other horror movie at first glance, "The Possession"
surpassed expectations and was one of the rare
scary movies that movie goers hear about these
days. Ifs refreshingly different, though somewhat
not.
While the story is one that has been told dozens
of times (girl possessed, no believers and an
exorcism), something familiar about the movie
made it interesting and original. The actors also
did not fail to impress with their performances;
especially that of young Calis, whose career is sure
to continue its upward spiral.
4/5 STARS

The Avett Brothers Deliver Raw Emotion with T h e Carpenter'
moving lyrics is incredible.
After pretty much jamming out to the entire album for
about 50 minutes, the song that I really fell in love with was
On Sept. 11, 2012, The Avett Brothers, a rock band with a "February Seven," the sixth song on the album. I think what
unique sound and style from Concord, N.C., released their really drew me in was the first verse: "I went on the search for
seventh full-length album entitled "The Carpenter." The 12- something true, I was almost there when I found you. Sooner
song album explores a darker and more melancholy side of the than my fate was wrote, a perfect blade, it slit my throat."
group. The group is comprised of Seth Avett on lead vocals, The minute that song started, I had it on repeat. The words
backup vocals, guitar, piano, drums and hi-hat; Scott Avett on just spoke to me in such a unique way. I think it takes a very
lead vocals, backup vocals, banjo, harmonica, guitar, piano, talented group to get so many people to fall in love with not
drums and kick drum; touring members Bob Crawford on only the music, but the lyrics as well.
backup vocals, upright and electric bass; Joe Kwon on cello;
Other standouts on the album include the single that was
and Jacob Edwards on drums. The unique sound that The released in July, "Live And Die," "Down with the Shine,"
Avett Brothers typically embody is a mix of bluegrass, pop, "Pretty Girl From Michigan," "I never Knew You" and my
folk, honky-tonk, country and even some ragtime thrown in other favorite, "A Fathers First Spring." Scott Avett wrote the
there. Their new album is no different; "The Carpenter" is a last song I mentioned after the birth of his daughter Eleanor in
very enjoyable and raw emotional album that will really pull 2008. If s a thrilling journey through his love and admiration
you into their music and make you fall in love with the lyrics. for his daughter that really can bring warmth to your heart.
The first song on the album, titled "The Once and All the songs on "The Carpenter" are amazing and definitely
Future Carpenter," opens the album with a lyrical show of worth a listen.
storytelling. In true folksy fashion, they tell a beautiful story
"The Carpenter" is available in stores and on iTunes. If you
about love and living without fear of death. My favorite haven't listened to them before, you should! It may sound
moment of the song comes before the last round of the corny when I say it will change your outlook on things, but
chorus, with the words "And my life is but a coin, pulled truly, it might just change your life. I highly recommend this
from an empty pocket, dropped into a slot with dreams of album, and hope you like it as much as I do.
sevens close behind." The ability they have to write such
The Avett Brothers are currently on tour throughout the
EJ DOWUNG

Asst. News Editor
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main characters, theme of fate is found with the deaths
Leonardo, caused b y t h e Spirit of Death who
Mjfct caughtvptn amacabre love triangle brings in the theme of nature within
Longwopd's fantastic theat H w i t h d e a t h playing an the dark foi«st | ^
department will be presenting their important role in their late«. The Bride «Maggie Williams, who will be'playtng
•first pl*y of the newschoel »tar qki marries the Bridegroom, but her hsart the Spirit of Death disguised itv.the
Sept. 27-31* and Cty,
the show * belong* to Leonardo, it itf discovered form e f a beggar wohian, describes the
, "Blood Wedding. $he eerie Spanish > that Leonardo belongs to the family^ show as "very morbid and sad, if s not
file was written by Frederico Garcia whomurdened the Bridegroom's father. a happy story at aM," I f s
shocking
Lore*. It first premiered in Madrid in The Bride runs away with Leonardo to discover that Lorafe P'*y ^tNMra:'
||933,J u s t year after being Written after the wedding and the Bridegroom oft a true story, excluding the spirit of
jit 1931 The pisy includes death, goes out to find them with-the intent bourse. *
heartbreak and a bit of spiritual magic. erf killing Leonardo for the death of his Rj "Blood Wedding" will be pftttented
The play should bea good introduction father and for taking away his wife. With Adrienne Johnson as, the Bride,
to the Halloween month of Oetobfcr The outcome can only be foetid in the Kyte Butter as Leonardo, Daniel EUis
and leave ewryoiw with spoakyschills. seats of the audience p . - j ^ f l W ^ y i as the Bridegroom and director &ene
W^Che tragedy is written tt^jMfefery- ft Certain themes and syteboftwi c a ^ r Muto m the n a n who b o x » it all
Vtne style with dK,$panj^Jth*4ne. be found -kr the p l a y . 1 1 | ^ $ p n c of g H M H M R l i rehearsals since the
Mnaining in the show, f won't spoil deception is seen in the Bride with her second week of the semester, the cast
much, btttfwe can already tplfby the deceiving the Bridegroom and hiding! should put op an exoeilent V u r and a
' " wedding does not include her feelings for Leonardo, and the half show.
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United States, and their closest show to us is in Charlottesville and is already
sold out; If that doesn't read popularity, I don't know what does.
4 / 5 STARS

Poetry Corner:

Bitumen

CHRIS "CHOCOLATE" PORTER

Contributor
If s like watching the world burn
as he continues to smolder.
We're all in the same haze of smoke and cinder
being slowly consumed by our search for passion in
the fire.
Yet his light glows dim,
no sparks seem to float his way.
Only wisps of flame;
as if kissed by an ember as she flickers.

Winds of change bring clouds of storm;
and yet the cleansing rains of revelation never follow.
The ashen remains of coals gone cold,
as their previous blaze extinguishes;
scatter to ignite quickly again within the pyre of an
adjacent hearth.

Slow burns the bitumen,
amidst the inferno.
For him, there is no adorationno quarter.
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Marc Leepson: A Historian at Heart
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KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor

On Tuesday, Sept. 11 atfivep.m., the Greenwood
Library played host to visiting author Marc
Leepson. The atrium of the library was roped
off with a full buffet, including drinks and wine,
available to students. Out front, Barnes and
Nobles had come with stacks of Leepson's prior
and most recent novels available for purchase
right then and there for students and faculty to
buy and have signed around seven that night.
After an hour of socializing and enjoying the
food, everyone was asked to take a seat for
Leeson's speech.
Head of the Library Suzy Palmer and Leepson
have known each other for many years and
worked together. "It is such a special treat to have
him here with us," said Palmer as she introduced
Leepson in great detail with much praise and
background information.
Leepson lives in Loudon Country now with his
wife and children and has written seven novels,
including his most recent book "Lafayette."
This was the main topic of his discussion on
Tuesday. His other novels include "Desperate
Engagement: How A Little Known Civil War
Battle Saved Washington, D.C. and Changed
American History," "Flag: An American
Biography," "Saving Monticello" and "Webster's
New World Dictionary of the Vietnam War."
He is a historian, has worked as a freelance
writer, was the Senior Writer for W A Veteran
Newspaper and has been featured in many
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papers including the New York Times, The
Washington Post and Time Magazine.
Leepson began his talk by informing the group
of the focus of his most recent novel, exploring
Lafayette's life, contribution to the French and
American Revolution and also his renowned
influence in our culture today. Leepson credits
the famous young man with changing the course
of the American Revolution. The relationships
that Lafayette held during his successful military
career are impressive, and for those that didn't
know of his great influence or connections to
American History, the speech was an informative
treat. Lafayette was very close personal friends
with George Washington but also with other
revolutionary names like Thomas Jefferson
and Benjamin Franklin, who personally knew
him both as a Frenchman and then later on as
a Revolutionary. The talk was exceptionally
informative and very interesting in terms of
historical facts.
"I don't think there is a man with a greater
influence for the outcome of the Civil War, aside
from George Washington," Leepson explained,
holding his book in the air as he finished his
Photo By: Katherine Gulick
speech. When asked what inspired him to write
on such a man, Leepson explained that he "was Author Marc Leepson held a book signing on Sept. 11.
asked to contribute to a series called "World of vast knowledge that he has a passion for sharing.
General Series" in which famous generals and Look for his next novel in July 2014 about Frances
their lives are explored and written about." He Scott Key and be sure to be on the lookout for
was given a handful of choices and ended up upcoming everts at the library; you just might
with Lafayette.
learn something.
The event was informative and interesting, and
Leepson is interesting in his own right, with a

'The Expendables 2' was a Combat Proficient Film
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinions Editor

"The Expendables 2," sequel to the 2010 superbandesque mash up of action hero greats, starts
with the customary dramatic opener. Guns blaze
and chunks of flesh are blown out of enemy
combatants all to save a Chinese businessman
and captured mercenary Trench (Arnold
Schwarzenegger).
Trench isn't part of the team; in fact, there's
a large bit of animosity between him and the
guys who rescue him. When conquering heroes
Barney Ross (Sylvester Stallone), Lee Christmas
(Jason Statham), Yin Yang (Jet Li), Hale Caesar
(Terry Crews), Toll Road (Randy Couture),
Gunner Jensen (Dolph Lundgren) and Bill The
Kid (Liam Hemsworth) hand Trench a gun,
there's the feeling that they would rather just
leave him behind. Happy or not, the group fight
their way out of the Nepalese enemy base and
re-enact the old "will the plane clear the bridge"
scenario to safety. The Chinese businessman is
parachuted down to safety in his home country
with Yin Yang as an escort and the crew heads
back home.
Soon the real plot begins when CIA operative
Church (Bruce Willis) shows up with a bad
attitude and an offer Ross can't refuse. Church
is a little irked at Ross as he stole five million

dollars and killed a dirty agent, amongst other
things. He tells Ross there is one way to atone;
he has to take a Chinese operative Maggie Chan
(Nan Yu) to inspect a Chinese plane downed in
Albania. There they run into self-made warlord
Jean Vilain (Jean-Claude Van Damme). He
captures Bill The Kid, the movie's sweetheart
since he blew a Nepalese soldier's head off from
several hundred yards, and kicks a knife into his
chest. Needless to say, Bill doesn't fair too well
and the team mourns him. Meanwhile, they have
to stop Vilain from mass murdering Albanian
villagers in his plutonium mining camp.
"The Expendables 2," and its preceding
film, shows the crow's feet and graying hair
of the action film genre, both literally and
metaphorically. It also does something more
interesting; it shows the gaps that have always
existed in action films. What types of people
make a living by killing other people? They can't
all be James Bond. In fact, the film argues that
most of them aren't. The Expendables, Christmas
included, are people who just don't fit anywhere
else. This isn't because they are too old to do
anything else, an argument I'm sure some will
make, but rather that they were damaged goods
to begin with.
Even the bad guy Vilain is an odd ball. He is
threatening because of destructive psychopathic
behavior and rapidly disintegrating organization.
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Don't expect the flowing rhetoric of a Bond
villain. Vilain is prone to strange pauses and a
cartoonish sense of irony that makes his enemies
want to kill him more.
This general sense of backwardness and oddity
is a world Bill doesn't fit in to. Personally, I think
thaf s why he's killed off and replaced, by and
large, with Maggie. Maggie grows to be a love
interest for Ross and cuts through his defensive
misogyny with a quirkiness and lethality all her
own.
The other thing this film does is confront, not
necessarily the age, but the careers of its stars.
This is clearest when Booker (Chuck Norris)
drops in, kills 30 soldiers and destroys a tank in
a matter of seconds. The stunned team questions
him afterwards about a rumored bite from a
King Cobra. Booker answers that "after six hours
of excruciating pain, the snake died."
Overall, "The Expendables 2" is not a
beautifully crafted film; it is what it tries to be.
In the end, that is a movie about Vietnam holdovers who play the video game of life in desolate
countries. Why don't they settle down to become
grandfathers? Because the money is too good
and because they'd never fit in anywhere where
a bomb isn't going off.
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Interview With Rock the Block Musical Guest Jesse Chong
CHERYL HINTERLINER

Staff Reporter

Question: Where does the name come from?
Obviously from Jesse Chong, but what is the
reasoning behind choosing the name?
Answer Jesse Chong had already accrued a
following when the band formed around him,
so they just kept the name. They are currently
trying to change the name from "The Jesse
Chong Band" to "The Chong Band" because it
feels more inclusive of the other members.
Question: What is your favorite song to
perform?
Answer: Their favorite song varies from night
to night based on the dynamic and it is more
frequently the newest song.
Question: What are your aspirations?
Answer: The band shares "low expectations
and high hopes" in regards to their future in the
music world.
Question: Is there anything else you would like
your fans to know?
Answer: "Be expecting a new CD early next
year."

Photos by WuKrapt

J e s s e Chong performs for Longwood students who were excited for Rock the Block 2012.

DVD Releases You Will Want in Your Collection

at a beautifully restored hotel. However, what they come to find is a less
than luxurious Marigold hotel that holds unexpected allure to the newly
Assistant A&E Editor
retired folk. (Judi Dench, Bill Nighy, Maggie Smith)
"SUPERNATURAL: SEASON 7" - Brothers Sam and Dean fight demons they
"CABIN IN THE WOODS" - Horror takes a turn in this heart-pounding
have
yet to see before. After the loss of one of their friends from their rirde,
thriller. Five college students deride to spend a holiday at a remote cabin
the
brothers
must face Lucifer with only each other to look to for help. As
with a haunting past. Little do they know that they are the pending victims
Sam
is
haunted
with visions of Lucifer's Hell, the brothers go up against
of a ritual plot meant to appease the dead family who still haunt the house.
a
new
force:
Leviathans,
demons immune to the brother's weapons and
(Kristen Connolly, Chris Hemsworth)
smarter
than
most
that
the
brothers have come across. (Jensen Ackles,
"KATY PERRY: PART OP ME" - This documentary follows the life of star
Jared
Padalecki,
Misha
Collins)
singer, Katy Perry and the struggles that she overcame before hitting the
"THE MENTAUST: SEASON 4 " - Patrick returns with the CBI (California
big time and becoming one of the most loved pop singers. The idol of most
teens uses many of her own home videos as well as parts of her concerts as Bureau of Investigation) after gunning down the ruthless serial killer, Red
John, in the previous season finale. However, Patrick remains cautious,
pieces throughout the movie. (Katy Perry)
unknowing if the man he aimed his gun at is really the killer. With his
"THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL" - Filled with beloved actors and
actresses that have been seen in favorites by the past several generations, cunning skills of observation and manipulation, the Mentalist works to
this movie follows several retirees who journey to India in hopes of staying find the truth. (Simon Baker, Robin Tunney, Amanda Righetti)

JESSICA GODART

CMA's Take
Television Once
Again
JESSICA GODART AND KATIE REILLY

Asst. A&E Editor and A&E Editor

Last night, Sept. 17, the Country
Music Awards (CMA's) held their
Music Festival: Night to Rock on
ABC network. Personally, I am
a huge fan of the Country Music
Awards, which usually air in June.
Part of the reason I love it is because
Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood
are awesome as the hosts, which they
AAE
have been for the past few years, but
COLUMN
for another reason also.
The Country Music Awards are a
different kind of genre than all the
other award shows out there. They are solely put on
for the purpose of true home-grown country fans,
celebrating a different kind of music.
For the Music Festival, though, the couple that hosted
did so together for the first time, Luke Bryan and The
Band Perry's own, Kimberly Perry. The two took turns
interviewing singers and groups including Rascal
Flatts, Lady Antebellum and several other guests. And
they did a phenomenal job. Both their personalities
have a laid back intriguing style and the relaxed and
fun atmosphere that they created made the bands
interesting and the show as a whole really fun to
watch.
Watching the festival on TV, you can tell that the
night was not all about who will win and who will be
nominated for what award; instead, if s about the top
names in the country music world coming together
for one night to enjoy the biggest hits of country music
and allow millions of viewers to do the same. It is also
about celebrating country roots and where good music
comes from.
The festival celebrated not only the coming together
of people but also America as a whole. The three-hour
special was filmed between June 7th and 10th and
featured behind-the-scenes extras of the Country Music
Awards along with special interviews and sit-downs
with today's hottest stars. That wasn't even the best
part of the show, though it was a plus. The best part
was the music; live country music and watching fans

"The festival celebrated not
only the coming together of
people but also America as
a whole. "
come alive as the noise filled the night.
As much as I love hearing the awards part of the
night, the music festival is a completely separate
occasion, started in 2004 to highlight the Festival and
Music City. If s been aired on ABC since 2005 and
already has a slot every year through 2021. It brings
something different to the table that hasn't really been
done before. Instead of just being an award show, this
celebrates and recognizes amazing artists and their
ability to bring an audience alive. If s less about the
reward and more about the fun and the music.
Some of the best parts were getting to see singers who
have not exactly been in the top five for a few years.
Martina McBride sang her beautiful "I'm Gonna Love
You Through I f single about the struggles of breast
cancer. She has been a bit off the charts for a few years,
taking her time to enjoy her family life and enjoy the
life she has built for herself. Promoting her new CD,
which is scheduled to be released sometime this year,
was Tim McGraw's beloved wife. Faith Hill.
Also on the stage was the alphabet soup of country
music stars, including Jason Aldean, Dierks Bentley,
Kix Brooks, Luke Bryan, Eric Church, Brantley Gilbert,
Faith Hill, Alan Jackson, Lady Antebellum, Miranda
Lambert, Little Big Town, Martina McBride, Jake
Owen, Brad Paisley, Rascal Flatts, Blake Shelton, The
Band Perry, Carrie Underwood, Keith Urban, Hank
Williams Jr. and Zac Brown Band, just to name a few. In
truth, most of the famous, both old and new names of
country were present to give the audience a show.
Some newcomers included Scotty McCreery and
Hunter Hayes, two fairly new artists to the country
scene, but completely unafraid to give a good show
and look cute doing it. Carrie Underwood sang a few
songs from her new CD "Blown Away" including
"Good Girl" and the newest hit single "Blown Away,"
which has just hit the radio waves and received good
reactions from fans and critics alike.
Overall, the night was a definite success, and
considering its future running streak for the next 10
plus years, it seems that everyone agrees. I think the
special is a great idea; it gives country music lovers a
second night to enjoy their favorite artists twice in one
year and to enjoy the music that makes country fans
happy around the world.

*" This editorial is an opinion stated In/ tlw writer and
does not represent the fines of The Rotunda or Longuwd
University.
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Find Validation and Acceptance with Yourself NOT Technology
ANONYMOUS

Every morning, out of habit I
wake up, turn off my alarm and
then look at the Facebook app
on my phone; does that sound
familiar? I am only 20 years old,
but, honestly, it is hard for me to
remember a time where, instead
of sitting on my computer
surfing the web, I went outside
and just spent time with people.
No cell phones, no laptops, no
iPods.
When was the last time
you chose to enjoy the noises
outside and enjoy the company
of your friends, without any
technology? If you are like me,

then if s probably been a while.
Technology has creeped its way
into almost everyone's life, and
lately, I have been thinking
about why we are so dependent
on it these days.
A lot of the technology in
today's world is portable; it
goes everywhere with us, and it
is very hard to get away from.
Smartphones have app markets
that literally have millions
of apps that will basically do
anything you need them to. But
why?
Why do we feel like
everything we do has to be done
right away? Or even things
like relationships have to be

validated on Facebook. Someone
told me once that I wasn't in a
relationship because it wasn't
Facebook official. I thought that
was the dumbest thing I had
ever heard.
But, then I realized that
the days of having any type
of privacy are pretty much
over unless people work very
hard to keep their personal
lives off of the Internet. My
boyfriend has a Facebook,
but he uses it strictly for
networking, because Facebook
does help people connect in
certain ways. However, his
personal life is nowhere to
be found on Facebook. He is

older than me, and maybe
that is why he doesn't possess
the overwhelming feeling of
being dependent on websites,
especially Facebook.
Now, I am not saying that all
technology is bad or that I hate
technology or that it has ruined
my life. All I am saying is that
I am constantly puzzled by
why so many college students
feel the need to change their
relationship status on social
network hubs. I think we are
all looking for acceptance, for
validation, for a feeling of being
wanted. This notion actually
breaks my heart a little bit.
People have become so

dependent on the judgment of
others. Now, I say judgment, but
I don't mean the negative type
of judgment. I mean more along
the lines of wanting people to
see your wedding photos or to
see pictures of you children.
In that way, Facebook is an
amazing tool. It allows people to
share photos and memories with
friends and family who weren't
able to make it in person. There
are so many good things to
come out of technology, like
making connections with people
we have met and never seen
again, and connecting with
friends is a very nice thing.
While technology has its

Animals, People & Nature:

advantages, I think it is
very important for people
to remember that finding
acceptance in yourself is
more important than finding
acceptance from others,
especially in a social media
setting. If you love yourself,
and you are happy then that7 s
the most important thing in
my opinion. Be yourself and
allow people to see how happy
you are by living, and I mean
actually living, not living in a
dark room with nothing but
your laptop. Get out of your
head, and fall in love with
yourself, then share it with the
world.

ftfonal Student

It's the Smaller Things in Life that Inspire me to Create
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dog, a Great Dane named Bear, was
outside with me when I fell. He lay by
my side and barked and cried until my
father came to see what was wrong. He
Inspiration for creativity comes
allowed me to put my weight on him
in many different forms, and they are
to stand and even helped me hobble to
different for each individual.
the car to go to the hospital. He follows
People - The people who surround
me around constantly when I'm home
me every day are a huge part of why
over breaks and barks and howls when
I want to be a Creative Writer. I am
my sister talks to me on speaker phone
inspired by the way they move, what
around him because he hears my voice.
they say and how they interact with
Dogs, especially, are kind and sincere
each other, nature, animals and other
- something people are not always.
things. Often, you'll see me around
Writing about animals is soothing, for
campus just watching with a notebook
they know just how to make you happy
in hand. I study how people act when
if you're sad, angry or just having a bad
they're alone and with other people.
Creating characters for my short stories day.
inspired by these people is absolutely
Nature - At Longwood, we are
interesting. If you do not study how
surrounded by beautiful flowers that
people act and speak, you cannot write decorate campus. If you have the time,
believable characters into your stories.
take a walk around town and down
My roommates, family and friends are
to the High Bridge Trail. Walking that
my favorite groups to depict. I already
trail makes my creative juices flow,
know how they speak and act, but
no matter the time of year. Whenever
watching and finding their different
I have writer's block, even if I'm not
quirks and pet peeves make me more in writing a story or academic paper, I
tuned to truly knowing them.
take a break and go sit outside and just
look
at my surroundings. Some of my
Animals - This may sound
best
outdoor
scenes came directly from
strange, but animals are absolutely
what
I
saw
on
the trail. The way the air
inspirational. Think about your dog
smells
in
the
middle
of the woods is
or your cat or any pet you have. They
vasdy
different
from
the way it smells
have an insatiable desire to love their
in
town,
especially
just
before the sky
humans. I shattered a bone and tore
opens
and
rain
begins
to
fall. This is
ligaments in my ankle last year and my
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor

magical. Some call me a hippie, some
call me crazy, but I call myself creative.
These different things are important to
writing. Without observation, nobody
would be able to write a story. Ralph
Waldo Emerson wrote an essay titled
"Nature" in 1836. He knew how
people use nature every day and how
nature inspires each of us differently.
Nature offers humans tranquility and
understanding. It holds a power greater
than any of us will ever know.
Dreams - Story ideas come to me
often through the dreams I have at
night. Even if I cannot remember every
single detail that happens, I take bits
and pieces of what I can remember
and make a story out of it - especially
if if s a nightmare or an insanely weird
dream. Those are the best to take from
because you can twist each character
sketch or scene into anything you want.
The most important thing that
inspires me is reading. I read
everything I can get my hands on,
and that is the best way to learn the
technical part of writing. The things
that inspire me soothe my soul and
help my fiction stories and nonfiction
stories. Reading and writing every time
the mood strikes and the inspiration is
there are essential to being a Creative
Writer.
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Props to:
+ Rainbows
+ Refund checks
+ Cheap posters at Walmart
+ Finding money
+ Caffeine

Drops to:
- Unexpected rain
-Wasps
- Gas prices
- People mowing at 7 a.m.
- Obnoxious drunks

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony Held for Newly Renovated Bedford Hall
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

gallery space on Bedford's ground
floor last semester. She and fellow
students decided to take ownership
of the building and display their
pieces. According to Grayson,
"That is the best part of this
building — what it enables us to
accomplish."
McWee said the gallery is
entirely for students. "The gallery
is the students," he said. They may
choose to bring a professional in,
but the reality is, it is designed to
really be for the students."
Sara Nelson, secretary of
national honors art fraternity
Kappa Pi, worked with the other
members to help the ceremony
run smoothly. Kappa Pi held tours
of the new building for those who
were interested, making sure to
describe the functions of each
classroom and note how different
parts of the building are laid out.
As for Bedford itself, Nelson said,
"All the light and architecture, if s
very reminiscent of the major."
McWee said a reason why
the renovation and addition of
Bedford were such long-term
projects was because it is such a
complex building. He said some
of the contributing factors were
the ceramics lab, the sculpture
areas and the photography lab, as
well as the safety regulations the
university needed to follow.
McWee said building an entirely
new structure and removing the
old building's contents also took
a great deal of time and thought.
Another issue was the
student displacement during
the construction periods. The
materials and equipment students
used in particular art classes were
either too messy or too complex
to be used in typical classrooms
settings. Finding classrooms for
these students was another step

in the overall process.
While construction is complete, McWee
said there are several smaller projects
still underway. "We might argue that we
are still under construction because this
building is so complex." The tubes for

one of the water structures will soon be
delivered.
A hanging system that will allow
students to display their work on the
walls throughout the building will be
installed soon as well. McWee said while

a rail system has not been selected yet,
one will most likely be in the building this
year. He said this will allow students to
informally display their work and open it
up for critique as well without damaging
the walls.

McWee said while these small changes
are still in process, the building will soon
be complete,
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Women's Soccer Notebook: Lancers Hang Tough with Big South Games Approaching
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

Historically, the Longwood women's soccer team
has been one of the more
successful teams on campus. With a couple of conference championships to their
name, Todd Dyer's team has
been waiting for the next few
games for a very, very long
time.
Starting tomorrow night
against UNC Asheville,
and continuing for the next
month or so, the team will
play 11 Big South conference
matches in an attempt to get
the highest seed possible in
the Big South Tournament.
Before that, however. Longwood will look to regroup
after a 3-1 loss to Cleveland State on Sunday that
dropped the team to 5-3 on
the year.
In the 10th minute. Longwood conceded the match's
first goal, a Vickie Havas
corner to Erin OToole. It
was about 45 minutes before
either side moved the net,
when Longwood senior mid-

fielder Nikki Glisson scored
her first goal of the season,
as sophomore Taylor Cave
crossed it to the far post
and Glisson fired it home to
make it 1-1.
The Spartans then regained
their lead 10 minutes later when Chloe Fadenholz
scored on an unassisted tally,
and Havas added her second
marker of the game to ice it
in the 81st minute.
"We possessed the ball
well a lot of the time but just
didn't create enough scoring
chances. However, the result serves as a good reality
check before conference play
starts on Thursday and we
will work hard this week to
turn today into a positive." •
Against East Tennessee
State of the Atlantic Sim
Conference on Friday afternoon, however, a solid defensive effort gave the Lancers another home victory,
their third of the season. A
goal from Samantha Phillips
in the 22nd minute off of a
Lindsey Ottavio feed made
it 1-0 in favor of the hosts
early in the rare weekday

matchup. In the 67th minute,
an ETSU free kick was inadvertently put into the net by
one of the Longwood players, but just two minutes later, the mistake was rectified.
Freshman Olivia Colella fed
classmate Bridget Bergquist
in the box, and Bergquist
tucked home the loose ball
to give the home supporters
something to cheer again in
what has been a relatively
solid start to the season.
Dyer said of the own goal
that it "happens sometimes
when you get pinned in deep
and loose balls start banging
around your own penalty
area.
"That's a fantastic result
for our team against a very
strong program that has really gotten off
to a good start this year ... I
thought we let a few of those
chances slip away, but Sam
and Bridget got the goals we
needed in the end."
This week holds just two
games for the team, and two
more home matchups. The
first of those is the UNC
Asheville game tomorrow at

Why Can't the NHL
Get It Together?
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

There's something about
lockey.
Maybe ifs the speed with
which the game is played.
Maybe ifs the outdoor
leritage of the game, the
listory of playing on frozen
jonds from Minnesota to
Montreal.
Or maybe ifs the sound of
goal horns, hits against the
SPORTS
glass and yelling on the ice
COLUMN
that can be heard in row Z.
I didn't even want to go
to my first game that badly — the Washington
Capitals were so bad that they had just fired their
Photo By: Laura Clark* coach, and were the laughingstock of DC sports.
LU chases the M l down thefieldagainst their opponent East Tennessee State.
My father just happened to have
two tickets from his work, and they
7:00 p.m. and on Saturday at of the Week last week for her
were
lower-level
seats, so I decided to give it a
2:00 p.m. Both games are, as part in a 1-0 win over UMBC
shot.
usual, to be held at the Ath- on Sept. 9.
Two Alex Ovechkin goals and a 5-2 win over
Her 10th career shutout
letics Complex southeast of
Carolina
later, I was hooked. There was a middleis
good
enough
for
sixth
all
the campus.
aged
couple
in front of us that explained the
time
on
the
Longwood
caIn other women's socrules
of
hockey
to us and couldn't have been
reer
shutout
list.
cer news, senior goalkeeper
nicer.
That's
what
hockey fans are like — tightKyra Byron was named the
cnit,
friendly
and
almost
like family.
Big South's Defensive Player
For these past five seasons, I've faithfully
stayed a fan through playoff success and
leartbreak. And a fan I will stay, as will many
others.
For five seasons, I've watched several hundred
barely finding its voice as the on as of late, Byers says that for all intents and purposes, shot past the JNuJ keeper to
ERIC HOBECK
j
games
without even thinking about a lockout,
force
overtime.
The
heroics
conference schedule rapidly ball retention is one of the JMU and Longwood traded
Sports Editor
and
why
shouldn't that have been the case?
ran
out
in
the
extra
session,
goals
throughout,
but
James
approaches, Iain Byers has major issues being worked
But
now,
ifs here. Arelativelybrief strike 20
though,
as
Dana
Allaband
Madison
took
it
just
1:15
into
To say that Longwood Field plenty of faith in his squad on: "If s been pretty poor at
years
ago,
a
work stoppage that cost almost half
scored
off
of
a
penalty
corner
overtime
to
drop
the
LancHockey has struggled to as their morale improves as times. The frustrating thing
the
season
in
1994, an entire season lost from
to
make
for
a
long
bus
ride
ers'
record
to
1-7
on
the
year.
from the coach's point of
this point in the 2012 season a whole.
2004-05
and
now
this.
home
for
Longwood.
The
The
game
was,
by
almost
"A win always makes the view is that at times, we can
would be an understatement,
Before
the
2004
lockout,
the league's popularity
Lancers
have
still
not
beaten
all
accounts,
the
most
thrillmove
the
ball
70
yards
withor at least a fair assessment team react a little bit betjaled
in
comparison
to
where
it is today,
JMU,
losing
all
12
games
that
ing
of
the
season
to
date
out
anyone
[from
the
other
of the Lancers' trials and ter. We've worked hard on a
and
although
it
is
still
the
least
popular of
the
two
teams
have
played
with
thevisitors
forcing
team]
touching
it.
Then
the
number of facets of our game
tribulations.
the
four
major
professional
sports
leagues in
against
one
another.
overtime
with
just
11
ticks
next
time
we
have
the
ball,
A 0-6 start left some ques- this week, and I think it was
North
America,
warm-weather
cities
and nonLongwood
also
beat
Libon
the
clock.
Before
that,
Rawe
turn
it
over
in
our
own
tioning if the youth move- definitely a bit more of a postraditional
markets
support
their
teams
like
chel Wein and Taylor West's erty Tuesday night 3-1 at the
ment on the team consisting itive attitude [around prac- half."
never
before.
•
Interestingly enough, last goals sandwiched a Jessica Athletics Complex.
of nine freshmen had any tice]. Wins always help. Wins
Since the lockout, teams in Raleigh, Anaheim
This week, the team only
year's
battle between the Diaz goal, her team-leading
equal
fun
and
fun
makes
upside at all, and a 6-1 win
and Los Angeles have won championships, and
sixth
on
the
year.
Wesf
s
has
one
game
before
the
fiLancers
and
James
Madison
practice
easier,"
he
said.
over Ball State a couple of
When speaking of the University ended in a 1-0 47th minute tally gave JMU nal tune-up heading into other teams in Washington, Nashville, Phoenix
weeks ago was a spirit-liftand San Jose have experienced varying degrees
er for the side. With a team things the team has worked overtime win for the Dukes. a 2-1 lead that looked to be the NorPac portion of the
This year, the >game be- safe in the final minute, but schedule. The Lancers will of success in recent years.
The NHL drew record ratings in 2009, and it
tween the two rivals had freshman Jennifer Burns had travel to the University of
a few more goals, but other ideas. Burris picked up Richmond on Saturday for a seemed that a lockout could be avoided.
It wasn't meant to be.
the result was the same the ball and whistled a hard 1 p.m. face-off.
Both sides are at fault here. Commissioner Gary
Bettman has now proceeded over three work
stoppages, an astounding number that makes
even David Stern's two major lockouts look
• John Heray, chief owner of the Boston Red Sox, has denied \yhat
minor in comparison. Bettman's job is to fight for
-was said in a recent Fox Business report in regard* to die teaartbethe owners, and he's certainly doing a good job
tng up for sale, according to ESPN.cortt Henry said that the claim
of that.
is "completely without
foundation."
H
".;
It would be nice if he looked out for the sake of
11 "Regarding unnamed Source»: Any sale discussions thai may
I I
the
game, but that isn't his job, and ifs nobody's
ERIC HOBECK. SPORTS EPITO« (6-6):
||L
have taken place were missing three key people | Laity [Lttcchljob
per
se. However, the owners are being
nol, Tom [Werner] and me. The Sox and any of the other compo- No. 4 Florida State over No. 10 Clemson: This ACC match-up will be an i n s t ^ « ^ surprisingly stubborn, even by their standards.
Jgf
nents of- [Fenway Sports Group] are not for ¿ale and will not be for even fttough i f s not die Bowden Bowl anymore. I've got die 'Noles taking
Revenues increased last year from $2.2 billion to
national
television.
'
y
^
a
t
^
f
the foreseeable future."
$3.3 billion just this past year, and yet the owners
Heftry say« that there has been absolutely no discussion about No. 3 Oregon otoer No. 21 Arizona: The Pac-12 is wide open now that USC has fatten are not giving one inch, and they even want to
selling the team with anyone inside the team'» management or out- «arlv, and Oregon has a real shot at getting to the BCS Championship Game.T^kg.tt&J roll back the players' contracts a bit. Brooks Laich
aide. "We re committed to this franchise for | n long term," Henry New England over Baltimore: While many say that the Ravens will get to tKe Super Bowl, of the Washington Capitals said in an interview
said. "When we get up in the morning we don't think about any- ' and they may beright,Tom Brady has the edge over Joe Flacco, and the Pats win by cSBE last week that it would be worth giving up the
thing other than what we can do. In fact every day we're having Atlanta over San Diego: The Falcons are my sleeper in the NFC this year, and they have season if it meant getting what the players want.
meetings here at Fenway about 2013 and beyond. I don't think any a lot of potential to make a run deep into January or even February thanks to Matt Ryan.
While that is certainly an admirable position,
Falcons win easily. '
. •:*'i«*^^':""/
of us involved are in die financial situation where we think about
the players are just as culpable in this situation.
our personal net worth or what happens tomorrow affects us."
JOEY SCHUMACHER - ASST. SPORTS EDITOR (5-7):
'
¿ M M K S The owners want to reduce the share of revenues
Charlie Gasparino, the Foxreporterthat initially wrote the report
that the players get from 57 to 46 percent.
No. 4 Florida State over No. 10 Clemson: This one was literally a coin toss for me. Both
defended himself saying that the Red Sox trading Adrian Gonzalez, c5319bP? are highly ranked, and both played very well so far this season '
Tell me, with revenues now in 10 figures (over a
Josh Beckett and Carl Crawford to the Dodgers last month made it No. 3 Oregon over No. 21 Arizona: I've got to go with Oregon in this match-up. Arizona
billion dollars), how is that such a bad deal, even
seem like the team was "selling off its assets to prepare for a sale."
if it means the players no longer have a majority?
is a great team and both teams are coming off of huge wins last week, but I think
/ Henry disputed that by talking about how the league has a new
I have a ton of respect for Laich and the rest of
Oregon played better and has a much better offense, which is why they're my pick for
collective bargaining agreement and has changed economically
the players — they're the best athletes in the
sanm}
. MR ' this week.
and so must the teams. The Red Sox are not for sale and likely
world. But they're being unnecessarily greedy
Baltimore over New England: Both teams are coming off of losses this week and I don't
won't be for a long time yet.
here.
think that, with being die away team, the Patriots will have die morale to face the
Andreally,both sides are. There's nothing good
Baltimore defense.
about
this. This impacts everyone with even a
San Diego over Atlanta: I've always been a bit of a Chargers fan, and I think they've
slight
connection
to the game. This impacts the
been the better team so far this season. The Falcons are coming off of a solid win over
hot
dog
guy
and
the
Zamboni driver and Sidney
Denver also, but again I think ifs going to come down to the home crowd pumping tip
For the second time in eight years, die National Hockey League
Crosby
and
every
hockey
journalist in North
their team.
has imposed a league-wide lockout This means that as of right
America.
now there will be no hockey this season, leaving many fans upset
Most importantly, however; it affects the fans.
D R . TIM PIERSON. VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT APFAIM (4-8):
and with nothing to do during the time they would usually be
Not
just die hardcore ones, but the ones just
No. 4 Florida State over No. 10 Clemson: Many football pundits have picked FSU as
yelling at their television sets for a boarding caO that the referees
getting
into the sport, like the ones in Southern
a potential national champion, and this may be the year Seminole coach Jimbo Fisher
managed'to overlook
• MflHfllflMraM I
California
who are going to start watching now
tumps out of the shadow of legendary coach Bobby Bowden - 1 like Florida State over a
I The rumors going around for the last few months that negotiathat
die
Kings
won theirfirstStanley Cup.
good Clemson team.
tions between players and the league were not coming to agreeIf
there
is
no
season, or even a fragmented
ments fast enough have been confirmed, leading to die lockout
NQ. 3 Oregon over No. 21 Arizona: Easiest pick of the day! The Ducks are one of the best
season,
fans
will
go back to their favorite sport
The negotiations were to comé H a new agreement on a new Colteams in the nation and very tough to beat to Eugene. .
lective Bargaining Agreement (CfiA). A lot of this had to <!o with P | Baltimore over New England: Toughest pick of the week - Hard to pick against the ¡ P before, be it football, baseball or something
else. The money will be gone. Everything that
league wanting to change the percentage of revenue that the I most successful QB infootball,but I think this is Joe Flacco's year to step up info that
everyone in the League has worked so hard for
players receive. Tne players' previous number was at about 57
category of elite quarterbacks in the NFL. Ravens to a dose one! ,
in the past seven seasons will be gone as quickly
.percent, the league however wanted to lower this to 47 perçoit at
Atlanta over San Diego: Another game with two of the best quarterbacks tnt^V
T
as it takes a slapshot to reach the net.
their last offer.
andl like th» Falcons to pick up a win on the road against the Chargers whb l think .
Major League Baseball has worked everything
a little past their prime.
' Sidney Crosby of die Pittsburgh Penguins spoke out at a gatherout
since their 1994 disaster. The NFL has,
ing of almost 300 players at die hotel where die negotiations were
historically,
been good about avoiding lockouts.
GUEST HUNTER COSTLEV (GUESTS 6-6):
_ _ _
taking place. "We've shown we're willing to give, but they've got
The
NBA
hasn't
been as lucky, but at least they
No. 4 Florida State over No. 10 Clemson: It should be a tight game, but I give the,«^:;*
to be willizÀ," Crosby said. I t seems like there's a pretty hard Une
haven't
lost
a
full
season.
•'.'
J
to the Seminóles playing at home.
•' y-i.«äsBHl|
there, and they're not willing to budge."
The
players
and
owners just have to work it
^Crosby also mentioned that if things did not get better between B No. 3 Oregon over No. 21 Arizona: Oregon's speed on offense is just too much far
out.
Get
off
of
your
yachts, cancel your tee times
• Arizona to handle. Oregon wins big.
the league and players and an agreement isn't reached soon, he
and
get
to
work
because
millions of fans already
Baltimore over New England: The Ravens will bounce back from a tough 1$«!* at
will likely be looking to play overseas until things can be resolved.
miss
hockey.
If
you
love
hockey
as much as you
Philadelphia last week. Defense slows down Tom Beady on their way to a close victory.
According to one unnamed agent many of his players, like CrosAtlanta over San Diego: It will be a dose game, but I think Matt Ryan has a big day
KH|looking overseas as well. r j ^ S H B
represent the
77/is editonnl if 011 opinion stated by theM
write
against a suspect Chargers defense.
__
]'_"• views of The Rotunda or Longtoood University.

Field Hockey: Lancers Lose Heartbreaker to JMU, Defeat Liberty 3-1
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The 2012-2013 LU Women's Basketball Schedule Released
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

While last season was a year to forget for the
Longwood Women's Basketball team, head coach
Bill Reinson maintains an optimistic outlook with
the 2012-13 campaign just two months away.
The Lancers will open at Richmond on Nov.
9 before hosting the United States Air Force
Academy for their home opener on Nov. 12. LU
will also play at North Carolina State on Nov.
15, Murray State on Nov. 17 in Farmville and
will also visit Coppin State on Nov. 20, as well
as Pittsburgh six days later. Reinson said on
Monday that forming the schedule was "difficult
with the Big South ... we had 18 games scheduled
already, so what we had to do was push back a
lot of games. And when you push back a lot of
games, the teams that you're returning to don't
necessarily want to push back games; they want
you to come to them.
"So what we ended up with was a little bit of
an unbalanced schedule where we're playing a lot
more road games than we are home games. Thaf s

not ideal, but we tried to stay local as much as
we could ... this season there will be a lot of road
games, and next year there will be a lot of home
games which will be a lot easier on us.
As difficult as it may be for the team to spend
that much time on buses and planes this season,
i f s hardly unfamiliar. Last season, Longwood
played eight games at home, posting a respectable
5-3 record. However, the team took just two wins
from 19 road games and ended with a 7-22 record.
The team will continue their road swing at
Virginia Tech on Dec. 1, Gardner-Webb on Dec.
9 (which does not count as an official conference
game), and Bucknell on the 15th of December.
Reinson states, "Virginia Tech is an in-state
opponent, they're an ACC school, it made sense.
It's an easy drive up there and we'll be able to
challenge ourselves. We have a game against
Gardner-Webb which is a non-conference
game, and we'll go down there and get a sneak
preview of them before they come up here for the
conference game." .
Later in December, Longwood will make a trip
to the desert to play Arizona and Arizona State

on the 20th and 22nd, respectively. Reinson, who
is originally from Phoenix, said, "Getting to go
home at Christmas time isn't always the worst
thing in the world. The weather there should be
much improved from what i f s going to be here."
The Lancers then visit Radford on Dec. 29 for
their first-ever Big South game. "They will be
the most exciting game we've had," Reinson
remarked.
After that, i f s smooth sailing when it comes to
travel, as the Lancers won't be too far from home,
with all games after New Year's Day being Big
South contests. Reinson says "For the first time

ever, we're not going all over the place, so we
know what our [game] schedule is; we know what
our travel [schedule] is. Every year we'll know the
same thing.
'The Big South is getting better every year. A
lot of teams made a big jump last year, like High
Point and Campbell. Of course, Liberty's the class
of the conference and has been for a while."
Longwood hosts in-state rivals Liberty and
Radford on Saturday, Feb. 9 and Radford on Feb.
14. VMI does not field a varsity-level team in
women's basketball.

Need SPANISH 201 or 202?
Need English 400? History 100?

Want to WAIVE Goal 9?

The Longwood women's rugby team starts the game off with the customary scrum in their game against VCU.

Gen Ed in Spain & Greece 2013

+

Photos By:laura Clarke

The men's rugby team sent VMI home with a 57-17 Longwood victory on Saturday In their first home game.

Rugby Teams Roll In Home Debut
and Eric Minor headed up an onslaught of nine
Contributor
tries to lead LU to a 57-17 victory. Colin McKee
added kicking points to reach the final score.
The Longwood Men's and Women's Rugby A strong defensive effort was put by Flankers
Team took to First Avenue Field for their first "Karl" Connelly and Ryan Szczypinski.
home games of the season Saturday, with both
Both teams are playing in restructured leagues
teams winning by large margins.
for the 2012-13 season, so both games were non
First up were the women to face VCU. Led conference events. The women play next against
by six tries from All-American Gabby Dixon, the VMI on Friday night at Lancer Park, while the
team scored a total of 10 tries in a 55-12 rout of the men play Saturday at 1 p.m. at First Avenue
visitors. Additional scores from "Diego" Nance against William & Mary. Both of the games will
and Emily Laura and conversions kicks from be conference openers.
Jessica Martin, completed the scoring. Ashley
More information can be found at the team
Giraldi had an outstanding effort organizing the website longwoodrugby.org
offense and was named woman of the match.
In the second game of the double-header, the
men took on VMI. Brant Hawkins, Ben Smith
JOHN GRAHAM

Men's Soccer
Notebook:
Lancers Gear
up as Season
Rolls On
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

Longwood took a hardfought 3-2 victory over VMI
on Wednesday Sep. 12 as
sophomore Jonathan Kukapa
took a cross from classmate
Anthony Ugorji and wired a
shot to the right side of the
net in the 83rd minute to give
the Lancers the win.
On Saturday, the team
traveled to High Point,
where the result was not
quite as pleasing. Ugorji
scored after 18 minutes to
give the Lancers a somewhat
surprising 1-0 advantage, but
five unanswered goals gave
the Panthers a 5-1 victory.
After a 2-1 loss at Richmond
on Tuesday night that
dropped the team to 2-6, the
Lancers will return home
on Saturday for a 7 p.m.
rendezvous with GardnerWebb. Currently, freshman
keeper Carl Carpenter was
ranked 24th in the nation
with 32 total saves.

Study at the Parthenon, the Alhambra Palace and
at the beaches of Valencia; Spain!
http;//www,longwood,edu/staff/goetzla/GenedSpain/

Info meetings in Ruffner 256:
Sept 11-3:30
Oct 11-3:30

Oct 22-6:00pm
Nov 8-3:30

Contacts:
Dr. Goetz feaetfla(iloniwood,idu) or
Dr. Hollidav ftallidavwe(glanfWQQd,edu)

Text UMERS

Healthier Option
available at

for exclusive
longwood
1ÌC&H Dining Deals

Nuggets
now available

Longwood Dining Services accepts Bonus Dollars, Lancer Ca$h, Cash, & Credit
i»

